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1 Introduction 
 
The Austronesian language family presently consists of over 1200 languages, which amounts to 
nearly a fifth of the world's living languages, making it the most numerous language family in the 
world (Lewis 2009).  The area containing the primary concentration of Austronesian languages 
stretches from Taiwan in the north, where the origin of Austronesian languages can be traced, to the 
southern islands of Indonesia, the country with the highest number of Austronesian languages.  At 
its geographic extremes, languages of the  Austronesian family are spoken in Madagascar, Hawaii, 
and Easter Island.  Given that in the Austronesian family there is a large number of languages with a 
wide and unique geographic distribution, one would expect to find difficulties when attempting to 
create internal classifications within the family.  This difficulty may be softened when one is 
attempting to discover the internal divisions of a small group rather than a large one, which will be 
the focus of this paper. 
 
The aim of this paper will be to improve our understanding of the historical relationships of a group 
of Austronesian languages spoken in eastern Indonesia referred to in Ethnologue (Lewis 2009) as 
the Flores-Lembata (FL) branch of the Timor group within Central Malayo-Polynesian (CMP), 
which is part of the Malayo-Polynesian group (see Map 1 below for a view of the Malayo-
Polynesian language area).  In Map 1 below, the section outlined in the lower-right, just West of 
Papua, is the CMP-area.  The languages of the Flores-Lembata group are spoken on a chain of 
islands that stretches East to West from Flores Island to Alor Island (see Map 2), an area which falls 
within the eastern Indonesian province of Nusa Tenggara Timor (NTT).  For this paper, I will be 
utilizing existing Swadesh-style lists that have been collected during previous research in the area.  
With these word lists I have created a database that allows for comparison of shared vocabulary 
between the languages.  I used the basic vocabulary items as a base for an initial exploration into 
the internal divisions of the Flores-Lembata (FL) group, and their shared history and proto-forms. 
 
     Map 1.  Malayo-Polynesian Languages (Wikipedia article) 
 
There has been much debate over the internal divisions within the Austronesian language family 
(see Blust 1993, 2008; Ross 1995; Adelaar 2005; Donohue and Grimes 2008; among others).  I will 
later briefly summarize previous research, but first I will attempt to explain the steps down from the 
Austronesian family as whole, to Flores-Lembata; essentially, a rundown of how we got from Proto-
Austronesian (PAN) to the individual languages of the FL group. 
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2 What is CMP, and where is Flores-Lembata? 
 
2.1. From Malayo-Polynesian languages to Timor languages 
The Austronesian language family, like most language families, consists of several important 
branches, each of which contain many languages which can be further divided into groups based on 
shared characteristics which indicate their shared histories and 'genetic' relations.  When I refer to 
the languages of the Austronesian family, I refer to all of the approximately 1200 Austronesian 
languages, which have been grouped together based on their shared history and characteristics.  
When I mention Flores-Lembata, I refer to a small branch all the way at the bottom of the 
Austronesian family tree. 
 
So how do we get from Austronesian to Flores-Lembata?  I will explain using information from 
Ethnologue (Lewis 2009), as well as articles by Tryon (1995) and Ross (1995), both of which are 
found in the Comparative Austronesian Dictionary (1995).  These conclusions are said at times by 
Ross and Tryon to be questionable, however they appear to be the most accepted basic conclusions 
about the internal divisions within Austronesian present in the literature today.  First, Austronesian 
can be split into four primary groups (see Figure 1 below), three of which, referred to collectively as 
the Formosan languages, are situated in Taiwan.  This is the primary reason for the widely held  
belief that Taiwan is the site Austronesian homeland.  The fourth group, Malayo-Polynesian, 
contains the remaining (and in fact nearly all of the) Austronesian languages.  The reconstruction of 
Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (henceforth PMP) is generally accepted, but its purported internal 
divisions remain very controversial. 
 
           Figure 1.  Austronesian Genetic Tree (Bellwood et al 1995) 
 
Within Malayo-Polynesian, the pattern of diversification may be seen above in Figure 1.  It is 
believed that historically in Malayo-Polynesian language groups, migrations have taken place by 
segments rather than wholes of populations (Ross 1995).  To get to the Flores-Lembata group, one 
must proceed down the tree from PMP to find the split between Western Malayo-Polynesian 
(WMP) and Central/Eastern Malayo-Polynesian (CEMP). 
 
Within CEMP, there are two main branches, Central Malayo-Polynesian (CMP), and Eastern 
Malayo-Polynesian (EMP).  EMP represents the segment of the CEMP population that separated 
from the group, and CMP the portion that remained 'at home', that is EMP speakers migrated and 
CMP speakers did not.  In time, the original language spoken by the CMP population diverged into 
many distinct languages, totaling over 100.  One branch within CMP is the Timor branch, which is 
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divided by Ethnologue (Lewis (2009) into three groups.  These are the Ramelaic group, the Extra-
Ramelaic group, and the Flores-Lembata group.  So, to sum it up. we have this journey down the 
tree:  Austronesian > PMP > CEMP > CMP > Timor > Flores-Lembata. 
 
2.2. Introducing Flores-Lembata 
The Flores-Lembata group is shown (Lewis 2009) to have 13 members, and its 13 members are not 
yet split into any further subgroups.  In fact, it is not yet all proven that all of its members are 
single, distinct languages.  Lamaholot, for instance, may actually be a cover term for many distinct 
languages, three of which are featured individually in this paper.  In this study I will, by using 
material that is available (unfortunately, reliable material is not available for all or even most the 
languages of the group), attempt to determine if there are any further clusters within the FL group, 
and investigate the legitimacy of its current purported borders. 
 
Below is a table with basic information for all the FL languages given in Ethnologue (Lewis 2009), 
which at the present time must be taken as the basis for what Flores-Lembata is, and what 
languages it contains.  In the table, the letters next to some of the language names (the ones that are 
in my database) represent my shorthand representation for them in this paper and in the database.  
The letters do not refer specifically to any properties of the languages or language names 
themselves, they are merely titles of convenience.  As I mentioned previously (and as mentioned in 
Ethnologue), Lamaholot is split into several lects, many most likely distinct enough to be classified 
as different languages, though this has not yet to my knowledge been proven or widely accepted.  
Lewolema (B, Pampus 1999), Lewoingu (C, Nishiyama & Kelen 2007), and Solor (D, Klamer 
2002) are by many considered to be lects of Lamaholot, but have been included as separate 
languages in the present study.  At the very least this will help determine which of them are more 
closely related. 
 
Table 1.  The Flores-Lembata Languages (Lewis 2009) 
FL Languages Alternate &ames &umber of Speakers FL relational notes 
Adonara Nusa Tadon; Sagu; 
Vaiverang; Waiwerang 
17.000  
Alor  (G) Alorese 25.000 Closely to: Lembata and 
Adonara. 
Ile Ape Nusa Tadon N/A  
Kedang  (F) Dang; Kdang; Kédang; 
Kedangese 
30.000  
Lamaholot  (B, C, D) 
B: Lewolema lect 
C: Lewoingu lect 
D: Solor lect 
Solor; Solorese 150.000 
B:  N/A 
C:  N/A 
D:  12.000 (Klamer 2002) 
Perhaps actually several 
distinct languages. 
Lamalera  (E) Kawela; Lebatukan; 
Mulan 
N/A  
Lamatuka Lamatoka N/A Close to: Lewo Eleng. 
Lembata, South  N/A  
Lembata, West Labalekan; Mingar N/A  
Levuka Lembata; Lewokukun; 
Lewuka; Painara 
N/A  
Lewo Eleng None N/A Closely to: Lamatuka. 
Lewotobi SW Lamaholot 289.000  
Sika  (A) Krowe; Maumere; Sara 
Sikka; Sikka; Sikkanese 
175.000  
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Below is Map 2, which gives a view of the immediate Flores-Lembata region.  On the map there are 
pictured six islands, which are numbered on the islands themselves and in the key in the top-right 
portion of the map.  The area in which each language is spoken is marked with a letter 
corresponding to the letter used for that language's abbreviation throughout the paper.  Alorese is 
also spoken on the coast of the Bird's Head of Alor Island.  The key to the languages and their 
letters is found in the top-left portion of the map, on the top-right is the key to the island names. 
 
Map 2.  Languages and Islands of the Flores-Lembata Area 
 
Now that hopefully the location of the Flores-Lembata branch, both genetically and geographically, 
is clear, and its members have been introduced, I can proceed by attempting to summarize what has 
been done previously within CMP, with the goal of giving the reader an idea of what has happened 
in the research done in the greater region. 
 
Later, I will be using data from the seven languages (often referred to by their corresponding letters 
from the map) in the above table to identify the low order relationships within what is currently 
classified as the Flores-Lembata subgroup.  This will further the understanding of its internal 
divisions, and give an indication to where its borders lie.  I believe pursuing bottom-up 
subgroupings using existing material that previously has not been used comparatively will bring 
interesting results to a poorly understood and understudied, yet very interesting area. 
 
 
 
3 Previous and ongoing research related to the present study 
 
3.1. Research within Central Malayo-Polynesian 
The historical relationships of the Austronesian languages spoken in central and eastern Indonesia 
were first fully examined by Blust (1993).  Blust claims that a group of over 100 languages spoken 
in the previously mentioned encircled area of Map 1 above, should be, based on shared, 
phonological, morphosyntactic, and semantic innovations, considered a subgroup of the 
Austronesian language family he calls Central Malayo-Polynesian (CMP).  This viewpoint has been 
generally accepted in the literature, but in his paper, Blust admits that his proposed subgroup is 
problematic because of the uneven and overlapping distribution of the phonological and semantic 
features he proposes as shared innovations.  The opinion (that it is problematic) is shared by Klamer 
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and Ewing (In press), Ross (1995), and Adelaar (2005), among others.  Donohue and Grimes (2008) 
go further, claiming that the innovations presented by Blust do not constitute sufficient evidence for 
a subgroup, as well as questioning Blust's placement of the boundary between CMP and Western 
Malayo-Polynesian (WMP), the purported Austronesian subgroup adjacent to CMP to the West.  
Presently, the validity of CMP and its boundaries are in question, and a comprehensive study of its 
internal divisions has not been conducted. 
 
The uneven and overlapping distribution of innovations in the CMP-area languages is the second of 
two general types of distribution of innovations that have occurred in Austronesian languages, as 
explained in Ross (1995).  He outlines two ways in which Austronesian languages have diverged 
from each other; the first he calls separation, and the second dialect differentiation.  In separation, 
two or more groups that share a language separate in a way that cuts off (at least almost) all contact 
between them (such as a migration), meaning that linguistic changes that occur in the two groups 
from that point on are independent of each other.  In dialect differentiation, dialects of a single 
language gradually diverge from each other until the point where they should be considered distinct 
languages, which together form what Ross refers to as a linkage.  These could also be called the 
'stay-at-home' languages.  The result of dialect differentiation (a linkage) is different from the result 
of separation because while the dialects are in the process of diverging, they also remain in 
sufficient contact with each other for an innovation from one dialect to spread to adjacent members 
of the linkage.  This diffusion gives the shared innovations an overlapping pattern, instead of 
appearing in discrete groups, as in separation. 
 
Returning to Blust (1993), he explains the inconsistent distribution of the CMP innovations 
logically by saying the languages of the area have emerged from a linkage, and not from a uniform 
proto-language.  The extent to which this is true is under debate (see Donohue and Grimes 2008; 
Blust 2009), however it does appear that the languages in the CMP-area do demonstrate at least 
what could be called a 'linkage-style' relationship.  In a linkage, (as with separation) all languages 
and forms may be traced back and compared to a proto-language (the language which, in dialect 
differentiation, initially split into the dialect chain), and this is in fact necessary because the 
tenability of any subgroup relies on a reconstruction of its proto-language. 
 
Further research that takes a top-down view of the historical relationships of the NTT-East Timor 
languages, like the kind Blust (1993, 2009), Donohue and Grimes (2008), and others have put forth, 
will continue to confirm confusion.  Bottom-up subgroupings, which focus on the role of shared 
innovations, and rule out innovations that resulted from diffusion, should be extensively 
investigated.  Only after comprehensive low-order groupings have been accepted, may we find 
answers to where higher-order divisions have occurred. 
 
3.1.1 Influence of typological data 
The present manner of the distribution of CMP innovations, and the intensive contact and diffusion 
that caused it, has blurred the distinction between what data should be used for positing typological, 
genealogical, and geographical boundaries in the CMP-area.  Himmelmann (2005) and Donohue 
(2007) have studied geographical groupings of Austronesian languages based on typological 
distinctions such as the order of genitives and nouns, and the order of numerals and nouns.  The 
boundary drawn by Donohue relevant to this proposal lies between two groups he calls 'Western 
Austronesian' and 'Eastern Indonesian'.  The location of Donohue's boundary lies in the same spot 
as the geographical boundary between the Austronesian branches of WMP and CMP (see Map 1).  
The similarity of the location of the two boundaries is not coincidental, because typological features 
and boundaries have silently influenced the positing of genetic groupings of the languages of 
eastern Indonesia.  This is problematic because typological characteristics are not proper tools with 
which to formulate genetic relationships, and must be separated from genetic data when proposing 
genetic subgroupings. 
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3.2. Swadesh lists, 'basic vocabulary', and Glottochronology 
The Swadesh list was made famous by the American linguist Morris Swadesh (Campbell 2004), 
who was investigating trends in the retention or loss of common vocabulary items over the course 
of time.  The field of Glottochronology was invented by Swadesh with the aim of being able to 
determine a date of the historical split of a given language into its daughter languages (e.g. from 
Latin to Spanish, French, Italian, etc.).  The name glottochronology is often used interchangeably 
with Lexicostatistics, though, while similar, actually refers in a broader sense to the use of statistical 
information from lexical material for historical studies of languages. 
 
The problems with the assumption that there is a basic, cross-cultural vocabulary that is subject to a 
rate of constant change across languages and language families are outlined convincingly with 
examples by Campbell (2004).  Perhaps the most important problem identified is borrowing of 
words across languages.  One may have the intuition that core vocabulary need not be borrowed 
because each language should 'already' have an accepted term for (almost) every word on the 
Swadesh list.  However, there is evidence of borrowing of even the apparently most basic words in 
languages.  For instance, in a number of Mayan languages, the native word for 'person', winaq, was 
replaced by kriRtian 'person', a loan from Spanish, after the early Spanish arrivals contrasted 
crisitanos 'Christians', i.e. the portion of the native population that had been Christianized, with the 
pagans, or those yet to be converted.  After enough Mayans had been converted to Christianity, the 
term kriRtian remained to express 'person', wheras winaq 'person' was dropped from use.  In English, 
the word 'person' is also a borrowed term, taken from French. 
 
The other fundamental issue with the assumption of basic vocabulary is the assumption that all 
languages maintain a lexical item that is a one-to-one match with each form on the Swadesh list.   
Examples of a language having two forms for one Swadesh 'word' comes from Spanish, where there 
are forms for informal/familiar 'you' tu, and formal/polite 'you' usted.  This is quite commonly seen 
in languages elsewhere in Europe and the rest of the world.  Thus many languages have  more than 
one neutral equivalent for a word on the Swadesh list, but also many languages have no equivalent 
for some Swadesh list items.  For instance, many languages do not make a distinction between 'man' 
and 'person', and many others do not have a term for 'green' or 'yellow' (Campbell 2004).  In fact, I 
think it would be extremely difficult answer the following question: 'Does any single semantic 
concept have one and only one principle and neutral form across all languages?'.  Answering this 
question 200+ times is what it takes to believe without any doubt in the concept of a universal, basic 
vocabulary such as the original Swadesh list. 
 
However, in historical linguistics, a Swadesh list is the beginning point of a comparative study, and 
with the above concerns in mind, I will be using a comparison of 'basic' vocabulary lists to 
investigate the historical relationships and internal divisions within the Flores-Lembata group.  In 
order to investigate sound changes, I will identify which words are cognate across languages, and 
then look for correspondences between sounds (in this case primarily consonants) that occur in 
similar positions in those cognates.  Swadesh began with a list of 500 words which were considered 
to be culturally basic or universal, but later shortened the list to 200, and eventually 100 words 
(highlighting the difficulties discussed above).  For this paper, I use a list of 292 words as a base for 
the comparison between the Flores-Lembata languages, and that number is essentially further 
reduced when making comparisons because of the need to use words that are not only present in the 
data of the languages used to form the database, but which are also cognates with other languages of 
the study. 
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4 Explanation of sources used 
 
4.1. Austronesian Basic Vocabulary Database - (Greenhill, S.J., Blust. R, & Gray, R.D. 
 2008) 
The Austronesian Basic Vocabulary Database (ABVD) is an open, online database that has been 
compiled by various researchers who have contributed data to the project (Greenhill, S.J., Blust. R, 
& Gray, R.D. 2008).  It is an extremely valuable tool that contains Swadesh vocabulary lists for 
about half of the known Austronesian languages, including the established proto-languages.  I made 
use of the ABVD for the proto-languages that were relevant to the Flores-Lembata group, with hope 
that they could help shed some light on the past history of the FL group and its proto forms. 
 
4.1.1 PA& - (ABVD Online) 
The data I used for Proto-Austronesian (PAN) was taken from the ABVD, in which its 
source/author is listed as Blust (1999), and its data listed as entered by Greenhill. 
 
4.1.2 PMP - (ABVD Online) 
The items in the database for Proto-Malayo-Polynesian (PMP) were taken from the ABVD, which 
lists the source author as Blust (1993), and its data listed as entered by Greenhill. 
 
4.1.3 PCMP - (ABVD Online) 
The items that appear in the database for Proto-Central Malayo-Polynesian (PCMP) are taken from 
the ABVD, and the PCMP author is listed as Blust (1993), and its data listed as entered by 
Greenhill. 
 
 
4.2. Sika (Language A) - Lewis & Grimes (1995): in Tryon 1995 (Comparative 
 Austronesian Dictionary) 
Sika, also known as Sikka, or Sara Sikka (Sara means 'way; language').  The double k is used by 
many in the literature and represents both the official name of the administrative regency of Sikka 
in the eastern part of Flores as well as the name of the language spoken by its residents.  The double 
k does not signify anything phonetically about the word.  The result of this is that Sika and Sikka 
are used interchangeably throughout the literature. 
 
The number of Sika speakers totals 175,000, located within the Sikka regency.  Sika is classified as 
a member of the Flores-Lembata branch of Central Malayo-Polynesian by Wurm & Hattori (1983).  
According to Lewis & Grimes (1995), the speech varieties, or sub-dialects, of Sika have not been 
carefully studied, but nonetheless three main dialects can be recognized.  They are called Sikka 
Natar, Sara Krowe, and Ata Tana 'Ai or Sara Tana 'Ai. 
 
Sikka .atar is found in the Sikka Natar village, which is located on the south coast of Flores island, 
as well as its surrounding communities, from Lela in the west to Bola in the east, and inland north 
to Nita.  Within the Sikka region as a whole, the dialect of Sikka Natar appears to be the most 
highly regarded, perhaps owing to the village's past, which included it being home to a local royal 
dynasty. 
 
In the central hills of the Sika linguistic area, the Sara Krowe dialect is spoken.  Alternatively, the 
people who speak the Sara Krowe dialect may be referred to as ata /iBaN 'hill people'.  Tana 'Ai is 
the third region of the Sika area, and is the mountainous eastern part of the Sika linguistic area.  The 
people of the region, as well as those outside of it, use the names Ata Tana 'Ai and Sara Tana 'Ai to 
refer to the residents and the language of the region.  According to Lewis & Grimes (1995), the 
people of the Tana 'Ai, who number approximately 9,800, are easily distinguishable from the people 
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of the other Sika areas because of their ethnolinguistic identity.  The word list used for the 
comparative purposes of this paper was compiled by Lewis during work in Sikka Natar and Tana 
'Ai area beginning in 1977, though specifically the Tana 'Ai dialect is represented in the word list. 
 
As explained by Lewis & Grimes (1995), the people of Tana 'Ai use a ritual language to convey the 
origins and histories of local clans, as well as during rituals and ceremonies.  The ritual language of 
Tana 'Ai is known to share features such as semantic parallelism and elided syntax with other ritual 
languages in eastern Indonesia (see Fox 1988, Lewis 1982, 1988a, 1988b), and occasionally 
pairings of words from semantic dyads of the ritual language include a Tana 'Ai word and a 
Lamaholot word.  Other notable resources on Sika are a sketch grammar written by Arndt (1931), 
and a study by a native speaker of Sika (Soge 1979) on Sika language structures. 
 
Two consonants that are part of the phonological inventory of Sika are unique within the Flores-
Lembata group.  The /B/ is a 'lightly fricativised voiced bilabial fricative', and the laminal /j#/ is a 
voiced alveo-palatal affricate' (Lewis & Grimes 1995).  The bilabial fricative occurs frequently 
within the Sika Swadesh list and therefore also features frequently in the database of this study. 
 
 
4.3. Lewolema (Language B) - K.H. Pampus 1999 
The information in the present study for Lewolema is taken from a dictionary created by Pampus 
(1999).  The title of the dictionary makes mention of Lewolema as a dialect of Lamaholot, but for 
the purposes of this study, it will be treated as a distinct language.  The information for the 
dictionary was recorded by Pampus during the years of 1994-1998.  The village in which the 
fieldwork was carried out is called Belogili-Balukhering, which lies on the eastern portion of Flores 
island.  A more precise location of Belogili-Balukhering is represented as letter 'B' on Map 2 above. 
 
 
4.4. Lewoingu (Language C) - &ishiyama&Kelen 2008 
Nishiyama & Kelen (2008) wrote a grammar of Lamaholot, more specifically the 
Lewoingu/Lewolaga dialect.  Kelen is a native speaker of this dialect, and comes from the village of 
Leworook.  Lamaholot is spoken by 150,000-200,000 people on the islands of Solor, Adonara, 
Lembata, the eastern portion of Flores, and parts of Pantar and Alor.  In the past, Lamaholot has 
alternatively been known as Solor (or Solorese), including in a description of Lamaholot grammar 
by Arndt (1937), which incorporates features from several Lamaholot varieties.  According to Keraf 
(1978), there are 33 dialects of Lamaholot, which Keraf groups into three branches, Western, 
Central, and Eastern.  Keraf separates the 33 varieties of Lamaholot into 15 languages, using 80% 
cognacy as a baseline for classification as such.  To the West of the Lamaholot linguistic area Sika 
is spoken.  To the East, the neighboring language is Kedang (Nishiyama & Kelen 2008). 
 
The data from this source was collected in elicitation sessions between Nishiyama and Kelen.  
Later, the information provided by Kelen was approved of or modified by other speakers from 
Leworook of varying ages and levels of education, thus perhaps 'standardizing' in a sense the data 
given by Kelen. 
 
 
4.5. Solor (Language D) - Klamer 2002 
This data was taken from field notes of Klamer (2002), which also contain detailed information 
about the informant.  Klamer refers to the language as the Solor dialect of Lamaholot, and says it is 
spoken on the eastern part of Solor island.  The informant estimates that approximately 12,000 
speakers of the Solor dialect exist in this area.  The recording sessions took place in Nieuwegein, 
Netherlands in March of 2002.  The informant for these recordings was a male, born in 1969, who 
had lived in the Solor dialect speaking area for 15 years, until 1984.  From 1984 onwards, the 
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informant lived in various locations on Flores island, where he began school at a Catholic Seminary 
in Larantuka, in which education was conducted in Bahasa Indonesia.  Other places of residence of 
the informant since then have included Maumere, Bajawa, Timor island (Nenuk and Atambua), and 
in Nieuwegein in the Netherlands. 
 
 
4.6. Lamalera (Language E) - Keraf 1978 
The data included in Keraf (1978) is comprised of primarily a morphological analysis of Lamalera, 
coupled with information regarding the historical relations of the Lamaholot languages/dialects.  In 
addition, Keraf (1978) includes appendices which contain Swadesh list comparisons for the 33 
purported Lamaholot dialects/varieties. 
 
 
4.7. Kedang (Language F) - Samely 1991 
The information for this paper on Kedang is taken from Samely (1991), which includes a 
description of Kedang grammar, a sample text, and a Kedang-English glossary which contains the 
lexemes used for the database in the present study.  Ethnologue (Lewis 2009) and Wurm (1983) 
both list Kedang as a member of the Flores-Lembata branch of the Timor group.  The data from 
Samely (1991) is taken from field notes and audio recordings from the author's stay in the village of 
Lèuwayang.  The Kedang speakers present in the field notes and recordings include native Kedang 
speakers of both sexes and various ages.  In addition, one recording was made with a male 
informant in a recording studio in Jakarta.  Kedang is reported by Samely (1991), in a 
lexicostatistical analysis, to have a shared cognacy rate with both Lamaholot and Alorese of 61%.  
The same study showed Lamaholot and Alorese to have a cognacy rate of 70%. 
 
 
4.8. Alorese (Language G) - Baranusa dialect - Klamer data 
The data for Alor is taken from a sketch of the Alor grammar (Klamer 2009) which contains a word 
list from the Baranusa dialect of Alor.  The Alor language is spoken by about 25,000 people in the 
Alor-Pantar region of Nusa-Tenggara, Indonesia, namely on the islands of Pantar, Alor, Ternate, and 
Buaya.  Klamer, in collecting Alorese data, worked with principally with three speakers, one of 
which spoke the dialect of Baranusa (West Pantar), and the other two the dialect of Alorkecil (West 
Alor).  The speakers themselves, one man (Alorkecil dialect), and two women, all were 30-35 years 
of age, and all made use of many Indonesian/Malay borrowings.  Though the results given by 
Klamer represent data from both dialects, the word list that was taken from the source for use in this 
study is taken from the Baranusa dialect.  Klamer was careful to keep the data from the two dialects 
separate, as the two display notable lexical differences (Klamer 2009:12).   
 
4.8.1 Alorese - Alorkecil dialect - personal notes 
Data from the Alorkecil dialect was also considered in the present study.  During my time in Alor, I 
collected a word list from two informants in Alorkecil, and when compared to the data from Klamer 
on the Baranusa dialect, no important variations that related to the present study were found.  
Because the word list from Klamer is more complete in regards to the words in the database, I use 
the Baranusa list for comparison purposes in this study.  I mention my review of the Alorkecil 
material so that the reader is aware that with regards to the Baranusa data presented in this study, 
what are given as sound correspondences and sound changes should be considered to encompass 
what is seen in the Alorkecil dialect as well, in spite of the various lexical differences that do exist 
between the two dialects. 
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5 Methodology 
 
5.1. Introduction 
The database for this paper was constructed using data that is already available, but had never been 
coordinated into single source.  Much of the material that made this study possible was data that has 
been collected in recent years, highlighting the importance of fieldwork in the region, and the 
relative shortage of existing analyzable data.  In fact, reliable data is only available for roughly half 
of the FL languages.  Certainly, future study could greatly improve upon anyone's ability to produce 
work about the Flores-Lembata region. 
 
Another important resource I utilize, that isn't necessarily based in the FL region, is the 
Austronesian Basic Vocabulary Database (ABVD), which I explained in a bit more detail in section 
4.1.  I have taken the existing material, and the ABVD, and built upon methods applied by Blust 
(2008), namely the use of of Swadesh word lists to identify cognates and examine sound 
correspondences across languages.  Blust examined the potential validity of the purported Bima-
Sumba subgroup, which is also branch within CMP.  In this paper, I will be analyzing the regular 
sound correspondences I find in the database, with hopes of establishing low-order relationships 
between the Flores-Lembata languages. 
 
The principal difference between my methodology, and that of previous studies, will be the scale of  
the relationships I propose.  As opposed to the broad brush strokes of previous CMP studies by 
Blust, Donohue and Grimes, and others, my research focuses on detailed sound correspondences 
found in limited numbers of languages, taking a bottom-up approach to identifying relationships 
and shared history.  I will make use of the comparative method to identify these sound 
correspondences, and below I will summarize the process it outlines. 
 
 
5.2. The Comparative Method 
The comparative method is an indisputably important tool for historical linguistics.  Its major 
principles outline a method for languages to be compared in such a way that it is possible to identify 
if they have a shared ancestor language (a proto-language), and if so, to recover data from it.  The 
knowledge obtained from the comparative method may be used to identify relations and compare 
levels of shared history within a given group of languages.  In this paper I will be applying the 
comparative method to the Flores-Lembata language with the goal of obtaining knowledge about its 
proto-language, Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL), and identifying its internal divisions. 
 
I will explain briefly now the basic principles under which I will be working in the present study, so 
that the reader may understand my methods.  I am working with Swadesh-style vocabulary lists, the 
benefits and difficulties of which were discussed in chapter 3, which I will use to identify cognates.  
I will use the cognate sets I assemble to establish sound correspondences, which then may be used 
to reconstruct proto-sounds, and understand what level of shared history each FL language has with 
the other members of the group. 
 
Identifying a set of cognates in the first step of the comparative method, but only true cognates may 
be used for comparison.  Care must be taken so that words that appear similar at first sight but 
actually are not cognates are not selected as so.  Two possibilities for similar looking words not 
being true cognates are (1) coincidence, and (2) borrowing (Campbell 2004).  In the case of 
coincidence, it is expected that when comparing the vocabularies of various languages, that at some 
point words will be found in different languages that have very similar phonetic structures.  The 
more space that is given semantically to forge a comparison in phonetically similar words, the more 
potential false cognates will be identified. 
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In the case of borrowing, it is expected that genetically related languages as well as genetically 
unrelated languages borrow lexical items from each other, either directly or by way of another 
language.  Borrowing can be traced to linguistic contact of one form or another, and often results in 
words that appear very much as cognates, though they are not in the proper sense, which dictates 
that they must be inherited into languages from a shared ancestor.  In fact, it is common for 
borrowed words to be assimilated into the phonological confines of the receiving language, giving 
them perhaps the appearance of containing relevant sound changes.  However, this assimilation 
must be identified if the set of words being compared as cognates is to contain solely true cognates 
whose comparisons may shed light on shared histories of languages and the properties of their 
shared ancestors or proto-language. 
 
The second step of carrying out the comparative method is to take the set of cognates that have been 
assembled, and to identify and establish a set of systematic sound correspondences.  With these 
correspondences, it is possible to, based on certain principles and knowledge of trends that occur 
across languages, reconstruct proto-phonemes from the proto-language.  I will shortly explain a few 
these principles, but first I will introduce the concept of sound change. 
 
 
5.3. Sound change 
When discussing sound changes, it is important to make note of the fundamental types of sound 
change that exist.  The notion of regular sound change has been probably the single most important 
distinction made in historical linguistics.  The assumption that sound change is regular, meaning 
that a change will recur consistently and uniformly throughout a language when the correct phonetic 
conditions are present, has been the driving force behind historical linguistics since the latter part of 
the 19th century, beginning with the 'Junggrammatiker' of Germany (Campbell 2004). 
 
Within the context of regular sound change, an important distinction is made, that is, whether the 
sound change is conditioned or unconditioned.  When a sound change is seen across all phonetic 
environments, i.e. word initially, word medially, intervocalically, etc, and is not influenced in any 
manner by neighboring sounds, it can be called an unconditioned change.  This basically means the 
sound change is not conditioned or affected by other neighboring sounds.  When a sound change is 
affected by neighboring sounds, it is referred to as a conditioned change.  In sum, unconditioned 
changes occur in all contexts, and conditioned changes can be much more limited, only occurring in 
conjunction within certain phonetic environments. 
 
An example is useful to illustrate the concept of conditioned sound changes; the following is taken 
from Campbell (2004).  In Spanish, the original Latin p became b intervocalically (p > b/V_V), but 
not in other positions, such as word initially.  That is, in originally Latin words which began with p, 
the initial consonant remained as p, and in words where p was found intervocalically in Latin, a b is 
found in Spanish.  To contrast this example with an example of an unconditioned change from 
Spanish, I cite another example from Campbell (2004).  In many dialects of Latin American 
Spanish, the palatalized /l∆/ has changed to a /j/ (l∆ > j) in all phonetic environments.  An example of 
a word containing this unconditioned change is the pronunciation of calle 'street' [/kal∆e/ > /kaje/]. 
 
 
5.4. Basic principles of reconstructing sounds 
Other than the three principles that will be outlined below, it is important when reconstructing 
proto-forms and proto-sound systems to (1) make sure a given postulated proto-sounds fits within 
the overall pattern of the proto-sound system into which it is being constructed, and to (2) check 
that the proto-sound system being reconstructed fits within broader typological expectations 
(Campbell 2004). 
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5.4.1 Directionality 
Certain sound changes happen frequently in languages across the world in one direction, but rarely 
in the opposite direction.  For example, a change of s > h is common and can be expected to be 
found in large sets of correspondences, but a change of h > s hardly ever has been shown to occur 
(Campbell 2004).  Knowledge of what sound changes frequently occur, and which rarely occur, can 
help a researcher when they are faced with a correspondence that could be ambiguous, for instance 
one in which data is only held for two languages. 
 
5.4.2 Majority wins and economy 
When reconstructing proto-forms for a group consisting of several languages, as I did for this study, 
an important principle to remember is 'majority wins'.  If there is a correspondence in which, say, 
five languages share a ȴ, and one shows a j, then the majority sound may be picked as the proto-
sound.  Of course, one should be cautious with this principle (think of directionality) because some 
sound changes are common enough that in some correspondences, the languages which have 
retained the proto-sound will find themselves in the minority.  This principle is most useful when a 
correspondence exists in which other factors have been canceled out, i.e. when all else is equal. 
 
As common sense, and the principle of economy, would dictate, a reconstruction which involves 
fewer and simpler changes should be investigated before postulating a complicated and drawn out 
series of sound changes.  The principle of economy is closely tied to the idea of majority wins, and 
in some ways, the two principles represent the same idea. 
 
 
 
6 The internal divisions of Flores-Lembata 
 
6.1. Introduction 
By examining the sound changes found in the database that present patterns where divisions within 
FL can be seen, I have discovered patterns that demonstrate the nature of these internal divisions.  
Now, I will explain the method I used to determine closeness between the FL languages.  I first 
compiled sound correspondences from the database and made groups of these correspondences.  To 
highlight an example of one of these correspondences (more explained in 6.2), all instances where 
we see an intervocalic /r/ in languages ABCDEG, but an intervocalic /j/ in Kedang (language F), 
have been grouped together as a single sound correspondences for the purposes of the exercise.  I 
made 8 such correspondences (which are referred to later on as C1, C2, C3, and so on), and within 
them, compared each language to the rest, one correspondence at a time (see Appendix 1 for tables 
containing these comparisons).  Most correspondences (though unfortunately not all) have more 
than one example item in which the sound correspondence can be seen.  I understand it is ideal to 
have as many examples as possible to demonstrate a sound change beyond doubt, but I am working 
within the confines of the data available to me at the present time, and I feel that even with one 
clear example, it becomes possible for a sound change to be identified. 
 
I took these 8 groups and compared them to each other by making group 'family trees', as if each 
sound change alone was determining the internal divisions within the group.  I did this to help me 
identify which languages share more correspondences with other languages, despite the fact that 
many of the correspondences overlap.  In Figure 2 below there is a picture of the C1 and C6 
Correspondence trees; the purpose of Figure 2 is to highlight the different types of splits seen in 
different correspondences.  In the picture, the phoneme from the correspondence is listed below the 
languages which have it.  In the case of C1, only one language, Kedang, separates itself from the 
group, but in the case of C6, we see four independent groups with different phonemes in the same 
position in cognates.  I would propose that wider trees, such as C6, suggest sound correspondences 
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that are more recent than skinnier trees like C1.  This is of course a general principle, but trees such 
as C6 display correspondences which have allowed for more time to develop; my reason being so 
because there are greater amounts of splits (that have already happened) to be seen amongst the 
languages.  If the languages of Flores-Lembata descended from a single shared ancestor, then it 
stands to reason that they differentiated gradually over time, from then until now, when multiple 
distinct FL languages exist.  Therefore, when we see more complicated correspondences, we are 
seeing correspondences that are a result of sound changes that took place in greater numbers of 
languages, which must have occurred later rather than earlier, because later is when we see more 
distinct FL languages, and earlier is when we see a single proto-language. 
 
   Figure 2.  C1 and C6 Correspondence trees 
 
When comparing the trees created by the groups, it is possible to identify which languages are most 
closely related to each other, in spite of the pattern of overlapping innovations.  For instance, 
Languages C (Lewoingu) and D (Solor) went together in 7 of a possible 8 cases, including in C4, 
where we see more divergence, meaning that within the database there is only one group of sound 
changes (apart from vowels) which demonstrates clearly a divergence between them.  This suggests 
that C and D split more recently than Kedang (F) split from the group.  Because there is only one 
correspondence which displays a split between C and D, I hypothesize that they split away very 
recently, and therefore the sound change that demonstrates their split was the most recent change 
that can be found in the database.  Because C and D are so closely related, they very likely represent 
the lowest possible level relationship on the FL tree. 
 
On the other end of the spectrum, there is Kedang, which is pictured in C1 apart from the group.  
Kedang, when compared in this fashion to the other six languages, shows by far the fewest amount 
of shared correspondences with other FL languages (refer to Appendix 1).  This suggests that 
Kedang split early from the group, and thus has had the most time in which to differentiate itself. 
 
6.1.1 Introduction of tables that displays sound correspondences 
I have included several tables in this paper which display the sound correspondences I have found 
in the database.  The tables all follow a basic outline, which I will describe.  In these tables, there 
are a total of 11 languages for which words are given.  After English, the next three are Proto-
Austronesian, Proto-Malayo-Polynesian, and Proto-Central Malayo-Polynesian.  The languages 
being studied that make up part of the Flores-Lembata group are the following seven.  These seven 
languages are given the letters A through G (not seen in the tables, but found frequently elsewhere, 
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including Map 2), and will be referred to in the proceeding explanations by either their name, or 
when that becomes too cumbersome, by their corresponding letter.  The rightmost column 
represents the reconstructed Proto-Flores-Lembata sound I postulate from each sound 
correspondence.  The leftmost column contains the item number for each example.  These numbers 
correspond to the items in the database, so that they may be easily referenced for further 
examination.  Symbols are IPA format. 
 
A note on the PAN, PMP, and PCMP forms:  These forms are included for reference mostly.  The 
principle concern of this study is the internal relations within Flores-Lembata.  I have tried to select 
examples from the database which are interesting within FL and cognate with PAN/PMP/PCMP.  
Their being cognates is important for ensuring that examples are Austronesian words, and not 
borrowed words from neighboring Papuan languages.  This gives me the best chance of 
reconstructing the history of FL languages correctly.  However, in cases where words 
PAN/PMP/PCMP words do not appear to be cognate or where they contain or represent extra sound 
changes that have occurred between PCMP and PFL, it must be noted that my primary interest is 
the relationship between the correspondences in the FL languages.  For instance, in C5 below I have 
included an item (21) which shows a different sound change from PCMP to PFL.  I understand that 
it may be complicated to explain this change, and my including it may cause concern for those who 
expect that my goal is to connect PFL to PCMP.  My goal is to connect FL languages to each other, 
from the bottom up.  When that is accomplished, more research may of course be conducted with 
the aim of connecting PFL to PCMP.  For now, however, I will be investigating solely the internal 
divisions within Flores-Lembata. 
 
 
6.2. Sound correspondence 1 (C1) 
C1  --  ABCDEG (P1) /r/  --  F  /j/ 
 
Proposed sound change  --  PMP *j  >  ABCDEG (P1) r 
 
Example demonstrating sound change  --  PMP > P1  * ŋajan 'name' > naran  (item 95). 
 
Table 2.  Examples for C1 
.ote for tables 2-14: when a space is blank, the corresponding word either did not exist in the 
database, or was not cognate and left off the table on the basis of its irrelevancy to this exercise. 
 
We know that Kedang was the first to split from the group, because it retains the /j/ found in the 
PAN, PMP, and PCMP forms.  It is unlikely, considering the PAN, PMP, and PCMP knowledge, that 
six independent shifts of /j/ > /r/ happened.  This example is a case of when not to assume proto-
forms based on the 'majority rules' principle, which if I had used it would have led me to postulate a 
PFL /*r/.  The knowledge of the PAN, PMP, and PCMP forms thus has aided my reconstruction in 
# English PAN PMP PCMP Sika Lewolema Lewoingu Solor Lamalera Kedang Alorese Proto-sound
2 sun -r- -r- -r- -r- -r- -j- -r- *j
6 day *qalejaw *qalejaw *qaləjaw -r- -r- -r- -r- -j- -r- *j
66 fat *SimaȐ *miñak -r- -r- -r- -j- *j
95 name *ŋajan *ŋajan *ŋajan -r- -r- -r- -r- -r- -j- -r- *j
156 dry -r- -r- -r- -r- -j- -r- *j
176 white *burak *-r- -r- -r- -r- -r- -j- -r- *j
264 rain *quzaN *quzan *quzan -r- -r- -r- -j- *j
*meñak; 
*himaR; 
*miñak 
*ma-
qaȐiw
*ma-
Raŋaw 
*ma-
Ȑaŋaw 
*ma-
puNi
*ma-
putiq 
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this case.  To accommodate for the fact that six independent changes did not occur, I believe that 
instead, Kedang split from languages ABCDEG, who later, prior to diverging themselves, 
experienced a single sound change of j > r.  This correspondence shows that languages ABCDEG 
had yet to differentiate at the point in time when this sound change occurred, meaning also that 
Kedang was the first to separate from the FL group.  So in sum, we know that the shift from /*j/ > 
/r/ happened early on, after Kedang had parted from the group (or vice versa), but before languages 
ABCDEG had themselves diverged.  I have named this set Correspondence 1 (C1) because I believe 
it displays the first split within the Flores-Lembata group. 
 
 
6.3. Sound correspondence 2 (C2) 
C2  --  ABCDEG (P1)  /r/  --  F  /s/ 
 
Proposed sound change  --  F  *r > s 
 
Example demonstrating sound change  --  PFL > F  --  *rua 'two' > suε  (131). 
 
Table 3.  Examples for C2 
 
Another correspondence that shows Kedang had already separated from the other six is C2.  In C2, 
we see a sound change that occurred during the same period as C1.  That is, it occurred after 
Kedang had split off, but before ABCDEG diverged.  I used the same line of logic I explained in my 
discussion of C1 to conclude this. 
 
I point out that this correspondence is unexpected, and in fact only one example showing it was 
found in the database.  It is not within the scope of the present paper to speculate on the shift from 
PMP to Flores-Lembata *d > ⁺r, my purpose is to identify the correspondences I have seen within 
the FL group.  It appears to me that item 131 is a possible indication of a shift from r > s that 
occurred in Kedang after it had split from the other FL languages. 
 
C1 and C2 are both examples of sound correspondences that happened after Kedang (F) had split 
off from the other six, but when all other six languages were still together.  C1 and C2 are distinct, 
however, because the former is an example of a retention by Kedang, and the latter is an example of 
a change by Kedang, and a retention by ABCDEG.  I cannot think of a way, based on the evidence I 
currently have, to say surely whether C1 came before C2, or whether it was the other way around.  
The only thing I can say about both of them is that they occurred after Kedang had split from 
ABCDEG, and that C1 occurred before any of the other six had diverged.  We know that ABCDEG 
had not yet diverged by the time of C1 because the six languages experienced the sound change as 
one language.  I suppose this because it is a much more likely scenario than would be the separation 
of all six, followed by six independent but identical sound changes.  The same cannot be said of C2 
because it represents a shift by Kedang, not by ABCDEG.  It is possible that the sound change that 
gives us C2 happened down the line, after ABCDEG had diverged partially or completely.  This is 
why I have termed this example C2, and the other C1.  The best I can say for C2 is that the shift 
occurred after the separation of the modern-day Kedang speakers from the group that once spoke 
Proto-Flores-Lembata. 
 
Prior to the Kedang separation (and C1 and C2), the language being spoken by this group could be 
referred to as Proto-Flores-Lembata (PFL), but by the time the sound changes that produced C1 and 
C2 had happened, PFL had splintered into two language groups, one being Kedang, and the other 
# English PAN PMP PCMP Sika Lewolema Lewoingu Solor Lamalera Kedang Alorese Proto-sound
131 two *duSa *duha *dua r- r- r- r- r- s- r- *r
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we'll call P1 (referring to Proto-ABCDEFG, see table below for details), because it was the proto-
language that remained after the first split within Flores-Lembata . 
 
      Table 4.  Outlining Flores-Lembata Splits 
# Splits from Group Remaining Proto Shorthand for Remaining 
0 none yet ABCDEFG PFL 
1 F from ABCDEFG ABCDEG P1 (or Proto-ABCDEG) 
2 A from ABCDEG BCDEG P2 
3 B from BCDEG CDEG P3 (or Proto-Lamaholot) 
4 EG from CDEG CD and EG PCD (or P4) and PEG (or P5) 
5 E from G G  
6 C from D D  
 
With Kedang separated early on, as is further evidenced by its lesser ties in sound correspondences 
with the other languages, we are down to six languages.  I will attempt now to explain when and 
how these six diverged. 
 
As I will explain below, I believe that Sika (A) was the next language to split from ABCDEG (i.e. 
the first to split from P1).  It can be seen from the correspondences in the database that Sika has less 
in common with BCDEG than they do with each other, but more in common with them than 
Kedang.  Sound correspondences C3-C4 can be shown to have occurred after Sika had split from 
ABCDEG (P1), but before they had split from each other. 
 
 
6.4. Sound correspondence 3 (C3) 
C3  --  A  /Ȥ/  --  BCDEG (P2)  /k/ 
 
Proposed sound change  --  A *k > Ȥ /_u, a, i 
 
Example demonstrating sound change  --  P1 > A  --  *aku '1sg' > aȤu (108). 
 
Table 5.  Examples for C3 
 
In C3 we see that Sika has shifted away from the PFL /*k/, while languages BCDEG have 
maintained the /*k.  A shift from /k/ > /Ȥ/ is in fact quite common, and therefore I postulate it on the 
basis of directionality.  I say this because a shift of /k/ > /Ȥ/ is common across languages, but a shift 
of /Ȥ/ > /k/ is very rare, and would not be expected.  Therefore, the most likely scenario is a PFL *k 
> Ȥ in Sika.  This also means that the Sika shift occurred after it had split from languages BCDEG. 
 
In addition, the principle of majority wins is another convincing factor in this case.  It is far more 
# English PAN PMP PCMP Sika Lewolema Lewoingu Solor Lamalera Kedang Alorese 
Proto-
sound 
37 wing *paNid *kapak *kapak k- k- k- k- k- (Ø)a- k- *k 
44 louse *kuCu *kutu  *kutu Ȥ- k- k- k-  (Ø)u- k- *k 
47 tree    Ȥ- k- k- k- k- 
(Ø)-ai; 
or k- k- *k 
112 1pl excl *kami *kami *k-ami  Ȥ- k- k- k- k-  k- *k 
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likely, even without considering the principle of directionality, that a shift of Sika /*k/ > /Ȥ/ occurred 
one time rather than the shift of /*Ȥ/ > /k/ occurring independently, in languages BCDEG.  This 
would mean five shifts took place, rather than one, and that they all happened to be identical; a 
highly unlikely scenario, the kind one wishes to avoid in historical reconstructions. 
 
Kedang in C2 is a separate case from either Sika or BCDEG, but based on the timing of the splits I 
discovered in this study, that would be expected.  My main concern with regards to C3, however, is 
the correspondence Sika has to languages BCDEG, and therefore I do not include an analysis at the 
present time of what has happened in Kedang with regards to C3 (most likely a conditioned shift of 
*k > Ø). 
 
Most important about C3 is that it took place after the separation of Sika (A) from ABCDEG, but 
before BCDEG (P2) had diverged.  The separation of Sika from P1  means it is more distinct from 
the modern languages of B, C, D, E, and G than they are from each other, and also that it was the 
second language to split from the Flores-Lembata group being analyzed in the present study. 
 
6.4.1 More on the case of the P1 (and PFL) /*k/ 
You may have noticed that I reconstructed *aku '1sg' for P1 (and PFL), while in fact none of the 
languages A-G in the database have a /k/ in item 108.  Item 108 leads me to postulate that the proto-
form is /*k/, even though it is not seen in any of the modern languages.  Referring back to the 
principle of directionality discussed above, it is not likely that we would have seen a change from 
PFL /*g/ to Kedang and Sika /Ȥ/.  A change of /*k/ > /Ȥ/ in Sika, and then later *k > g in BCDEG is 
much more likely.  Confirming this, we see in PCMP that the sound was /*k/.  In BCDEG we see 
that the initial a- was dropped, and the now initial k- became voiced (after probably a vowel shift of 
some sort), i.e. it became /g/.  This is why when this /*k/ is word medial, it is still a /k/ in BCDEG.  
This can be seen in item 226, which contains for BCDEG an initial g- and an intervocalic -k-, which 
both have the same origin as PFL /*k/.  In fact, Nishiyama & Kelen (2007) say that the /g/ and /k/ 
are variable between dialects of Lamaholot.  I presume this variability means it is possible the 
dialects are currently experiencing a shift.  An example of this speaker variation can be seen in 
Solor item 226, where the intervocalic stop may either be voiced or unvoiced. 
 
Nishiyama & Kelen (2008:17) also claim that the first singular pronoun in Lamaholot (now /go/ in 
Lewoingu) once contained [k], which they say is plausible because of the existence of the /*k/ in the 
PMP 1sg, which became the glottal /Ȥ/ in the Sika 1sg. 
 
Further evidence for the reconstruction of a PFL /*k/ is the fact that a /g/ in any position is seen 
only rarely in Sika, and only once in the database as a cognate with other languages (item 235).  In 
addition to this, item 235 for Sika is a so-called 'reconstructed' form (there are in fact many of these 
Sika reconstructed items in the Comparative Austronesian Dictionary (Lewis & Grimes 1995)).  
They are the Sika items preceded by an '*' in the tables/database).  Because of the nature of 
reconstructed items, I approach them more cautiously, and therefore am hesitant to assume or fear 
that this is a counterexample that jeopardizes my argument for the PFL /*k/. 
 
As for Kedang, none of the primary words for items in the database contain a /g/.  According to 
Samely (1991),  /g/ is in fact part of the consonant inventory of modern Kedang, but occurs with 
extreme infrequency.  Specifically, the frequency of occurrence of the consonant phoneme /g/ in 
Kedang stands at 0.37%, and its appearances are limited to syllable initial position in polysyllabic 
words. 
 
Items in Sika which contain a /k/, and which are cognate to languages BCDEG, do however exist.  
Items 37, 125, 143, 169, 228, are 247 are all cases in which the Sika word contains a /k/ in place of 
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a /Ȥ/.  Item 37 is included in Table 5 above, but the others are not because they display the same 
pattern as 37.  They may be found in the database for further reference.  Something may be said 
about all the /k/ items from Sika.  When we see a word or syllable beginning with a /k/ in Sika, it is 
always followed by a schwa /ə/ (except, puzzlingly enough, the name Sika).  This is why the sound 
change from C3 is considered a conditioned change, meaning that the correct phonemic 
environment must occur for it to take place.  In this case, the /*k/ only shifted (in examples found in 
the database) to a /Ȥ/ when followed by a /u/, /a/, or /i/, but not when followed by a schwa. 
 
 
6.5. Sound correspondence 4 (C4) 
C4  --  A  /n/  --  BCDEG (P2)  /ŋ/ 
 
Proposed sound change  --  PMP *ŋ > Sika n /V_V 
 
Example demonstrating sound change  --  PMP > A  --  *haŋin 'wind' > anin (8). 
 
Table 6.  Examples for C4 
 
C4 is another correspondence which signals the separation between Sika and languages BCDEG.  
My reason for postulating a P2 /*ŋ/ is the principle of majority wins.  It is far more likely that a 
change of *ŋ > n would have happened one time in Sika, rather than several times in the other 
languages. 
 
Another reason I postulate a /*ŋ/ is because of the evidence in PAN, PMP, and PCMP in the 
database.  In item 8, the word-medial consonant is /*ŋ/ in PMP and PCMP, and in item 200 the 
word-medial consonant is /*ŋ/ in PAN, PMP, and PCMP.  The existence of the /*ŋ/ in PAN, PMP, 
and PCMP signals its link from those three proto-languages to PFL.  The FL language where it does 
not currently exist is Sika (A), which confirms that Sika was the language to undergo the change. 
 
Whereas we can be sure that C3 took place in the not too recent past, owing to the later change from 
*k > g we can see that occurred later on in BCDEG (presumably before those five diverged), we 
cannot be sure of exactly when C4 took place.  It is possible even that it was a very recent change.  
This is because the change that brought about C4 was a change by Sika, not P2 (Proto-BCDEG).  If 
it had been the opposite, as in C3, then we would know that the change would have had to happen 
after the split of A from BCDEG, but before the divergence of Proto-BCDEG (P2), because the 
result would have   The only thing I can say for sure was that it took place after the split of Sika 
from languages BCDEG, which left us with P2. 
 
As a side development unrelated to the present focus, I wish to note in item 200 a case of 
strengthening in Alorese, for which I postulate the creation of a consonant cluster in Alorese as the 
type of strengthening seen in this sound change. The other languages all have a single consonant in 
this position, therefore the principle of majority wins also lead me to postulate this sound change.  
Further investigation of this shift in Alorese has not been investigated because it is not presently 
relevant, though it could be something useful for future study. 
 
 
 
 
# English PAN PMP PCMP Sika Lewolema Lewoingu Solor Lamalera Kedang Alorese Proto-sound
8 wind *bali *haŋin *haŋin -n- -ŋ- -ŋ- -ŋ- -ŋ- -ŋ- -ŋ-
200 swim *Naŋuy *naŋuy *-n- -ŋ- -ŋ- -ŋ- -ŋ- -ŋ- -ŋg-
*ŋ
*laŋuy; 
*naŋuy *ŋ
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6.6. Sound correspondence 5 (C5) 
C5  --  B  /r/  --  CDEG (P3)  /l/ 
 
Proposed sound change  --  B *l > r /#_ 
 
Example demonstrating sound change  --  P2 > B *ləra 'day' > rəro (6). 
 Table 7.  Examples for C5 
 
C5 is good evidence of a split that occurred after B broke away from CDEG, though because B 
experienced the sound change, I cannot be sure if it happened before or after the eventual split of 
CDEG.  In spite of this, I can see that B split by itself from CDEG before CDEG diverged to 
become C, D, E, and G. 
 
I realize that items 2 and 6 are basically the same word, and both most likely descend from the same 
Malay lexical item, but I have included them separately here because they are in fact different 
words in the modern languages.  The point of this correspondence (C5) is to demonstrate the 
divergence between Lewolema (B) and the rest of the group.  This is also why item 21 is included.  
If I were arguing the change of the PMP or PCMP sounds into the FL sounds, then item 21 would 
represent a different sound change than items 2 and 6, are therefore not be appropriately placed in 
table 7.  However, in my opinion item 21 should be in table 7 because it is another example of the l 
> r correspondence in the modern languages.  This change appears to be quite recent, and the time 
gap between it and any shifts from PCMP into PFL is thus large enough to contain changes which 
resulted in what appears to be a merger of the PCMP *l and *r into a PFL ⁺l.  Because of the nature 
of its distribution, we know this correspondence has occurred after a split of Lewolema from 
languages CDEG. 
 
For PFL, I postulate a /*l/ in this case because of the principle of majority wins, and because of its 
appearance in PAN, PMP, and PCMP in item 6.  In fact, in items 2 and 6, where C5 can be seen, 
Kedang, which was the first to split from the group, and Sika (also in item 21), which was the 
second language to do so, both have cognates that contain a word-initial /l/.  Thus, I can be quite 
confident based on the principle of majority wins alone that the PFL sound was /*l/, and that 
Lewolema underwent a change of *l > r /#_ after splitting from what remained of the group. 
 
For the above stated reasons, I reconstruct a /*l/ for PFL, and state that C5 is evidence that 
Lewolema separated from CDEG before it underwent the change from *l > r /#_. 
 
 
6.7. Sound correspondence 6 (C6) 
C6  --  A  /β/  --  B  /v/  --  CD  /w/  --  EG  /f/  --  F  /v/, Ø, /b/ 
 
Initial sound change  --  PMP *w, *b > PFL ⁺w 
Proposed sound change  --   A  *w > β  --  B  *w > v  --  EG  *w > f 
    F  *w > v /#_V; *w > Ø /#_>V 
 
# English PAN PMP PCMP Sika Lewolema Lewoingu Solor Lamalera Kedang Alorese 
Proto-
sound 
2 sun    l- r- l- l- l- l- l- *l 
6 day *qalejaw  *qalejaw  *qaləjaw l- r-  l- l- l- l- *l 
21 road  *zalan  *zalan  l- r- l- l- l-   *l 
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Example demonstrating sound change  --   *batu 'stone' > βatu (A); > vato (B); > wato (CD) 
      > fato (EG); > vaȤ (F)  (15). 
      *bulan 'moon' > >ula (F)  (3). 
 
Table 8.  PCMP *b examples for C6 
# English PAN PMP PCMP Sika Lewolema Lewoingu Solor Lamalera Kedang Alorese 
Proto-
sound 
3 moon 
*bulaN, 
*qiNas *bulan  *bulan  B- v- w- w-  (Ø)>u- f- *w 
15 stone *batu *batu  *batu  B- v- w- w- f- v-  a f- *w 
51 fruit *buaq *buaq  *buaq  B- v- w- (Ø)u- f- (Ø)>u-  *w 
79 mouth *ŋusu *baqbaq  *babaq  v- w- w- f- v-  o f- *w 
145 
new 
(house) 
*ma-
baqeȐu 
*ma-
baqeRu  
*baqəȐu 
*bəqəȐu  B- v- w- w- f- v-  u f- *w 
98 woman *bahi *bahi  
*bai,        
*b-in-ay B- (-)v- -w- w- -f-  -f- *w 
 
Table 9.  PCMP *w examples for C6 
# English PAN PMP PCMP Sika Lewolema Lewoingu Solor Lamalera Kedang Alorese 
Proto-
sound 
123 left 
*ka-
wiȐi *ka-wiRi  *ka-wiȐi  B-     v-  *w 
124 
right 
(side) 
*ka-
wanaN 
*ka-
wanan  
*ka-
wanan  B- v- w- w- f- v-  *w 
285 
water 
(fresh) *daNum  *wahiȐ  *waiȐ B-  w- w- f- v-  *w 
 
The examples from Tables 8 and 9 demonstrate that in the cases of the PMP and PCMP *b and *w, 
the consonant correspondences seen within the FL group are the same.  This suggests that there was 
a merger of PMP *b and *w in PFL, meaning the resulting correspondences all descend from the 
same proto-form, the PFL *w.  I believe the PMP *b and *w merged into a *w for two reasons.  
First, it is more likely that we see a case of lenition, or weakening in the PMP *b, because if it were 
the other way, we would have a scenario which involves strengthening followed by lenition (for 
instance: PMP *w > PFL ⁺b > Solor w), which in unlikely.  Secondly, we see two of the languages, 
Lewoingu and Solor, have a /w/ in the correspondence.  It seems more likely that these are cases of 
retention rather than a shift of PMP *w > PFL ⁺b > CD w.  It is much more reasonable to postulate 
zero sound changes in place of two sound changes.  For the above reasons I postulate a PFL *w for 
C6. 
 
Flatter trees of correspondence are newer, because they show a sound correspondence that is the 
result of a sound change that occurred after greater degrees of divergence within a group (see Figure 
2).  C6 is the best example in the database of this type of correspondence.  We have already seen in 
C1-C5 examples of correspondences that occurred after Kedang (C1-C2), Sika (C3-C4), and 
Lewolema (C5) had split away from the group of PFL speakers.  In C1-C5, however, CDEG have 
remained together throughout (CDEG could be part of what may be called Proto-Lamaholot).  C6 is 
the first correspondence in which we see a division within the final four languages that had 
remained together to this point.  The difference between C6 and C1-C5, however, is that in it we see 
a group of four languages (CDEG) split into two groups, each containing what will become two 
languages. 
 
In C6, Sika is alone in its correspondence, but that is not a surprise because Sika had already split 
from the group by the time the sound change(s) that resulted in C6 had taken place.  I hypothesize 
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that the sound change seen in Sika of *w > β is a result of fricativization, based on the principle of 
directionality.  Fricativization is said by Campbell (2004) to be a relatively common sound change, 
and it appears highly likely that a change from PFL to Sika of *w > β occurred.  The timing of this 
specific change cannot be exactly estimated, however I can say that it occurred after Sika had 
separated from BCDEG.  I cannot be sure at what point in time after that event, though, because 
theoretically it is possible that after splitting from the group, Sika maintained the PFL *w until only 
very recently while languages such as EG began to move away from the PFL *w. 
 
Lewolema and Kedang appear at first to group together in this sound correspondence, but the 
patterns of sounds occurring in the items used in C6 are in fact slightly different, which suggest that 
their individual changes happened independently.  This would be expected, as Kedang was the first 
language to split from the FL languages, meaning it did not share a period exclusivity with 
Lewolema.  The principle difference between Lewolema and Kedang in C6 is that the sound change 
for Lewolema is unconditioned, and the Kedang sound change is conditioned, meaning that in 
Kedang certain phonemic conditions produce different results in the correspondence.  In Lewolema, 
each instance of PFL /*w/ has changed into a /v/ (*w > v), whereas in Kedang this is true only when 
the proceeding vowel is not a breathy vowel variant (represented by the symbol: >) (*w > v /_V;  
and  *w > Ø /#_>V). 
 
The Kedang vowel inventory can be divided into two sets of six (Samely 1991).  The six vowels 
that each set contains correspond to each other, but one set could be described as a breathy variant 
of the other.  These Kedang breathy vowels do not occur word medially or finally, as do their non-
breathy counterparts, but only word-initially, as do their non-breathy counterparts as well.  When 
the first vowel of a word in the database that is part of C6 is a breathy variant, apparently its 
restriction to word-initial position takes ultimate precedence and the consonant (in these cases PFL 
*w) is deleted.  This describes what has taken place in Kedang examples for C6 which contain 
breathy vowels.  Those examples in Kedang for C6 which do not contain breathy vowels appear 
with a /v/ in word-initial position. 
 
It is the conditioned nature of the Kedang sound change seen in C6 which leads me to maintain my 
belief that the changes that occurred in C6 in Lewolema and Kedang are separate.  Speaking of 
them together but as separate changes, I postulate a change for both (keeping the fact of their 
independent nature in mind) of *w > v on the principle of directionality. 
 
In C6 we see a correspondence that appears to be the first that is a result of a change that occurred 
after the split of languages CDEG.  I believe that CDEG (P3) had split into two groups, CD and EG, 
by the time this change had happened.  After that shift had occurred is when P3 split into PCD and 
PEG.  After CD and EG split, a shift from *w > f occurred in EG.  This change is likely because of 
the continuing process of lenition seen in C6.  In this case the voiced consonant *w became 
unvoiced, and became a /f/ in EG. 
 
The split of CD and EG, therefore, happened relatively late because of the other splits seen before it.  
C6 is a good representation of the all the splits that had already occurred, and it is the earliest 
correspondence in the database that represents a split between CD and EG.  Because the earliest 
correspondence showing EG and CD had split also contains correspondences demonstrating the 
split of A, B, and F (but not vice versa), I can say that the split of EG from CD happened after A, B, 
and F separated from the PFL group.  Because in C6 E groups with G and C groups with D, I can 
say that EG and CD represent the lowest level pairings within the Flores-Lembata subgroup. 
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6.8. Sound correspondence 7 (C7) 
C7  --  E  /Ø/  --  G  /h/ 
 
Proposed sound change  --  E  *h > Ø 
 
Example demonstrating sound change  --  PEG > E  --  *aho 'dog' > ao (32). 
 
Table 10.  Examples for C7 
# English Sika Lewolema Lewoingu Solor Lamalera Kedang Alorese 
Proto-
sound 
32 dog -h- -h- -h- -h- a-(Ø)-o >a-(Ø)-u -h- *h 
53 flower -h- -h- -h-  ɑpu-(Ø) -h-  *h 
153 near  -h-  -h- -a(Ø)e  -h- *h 
 
In C7 the words for PAN, PMP, and PCMP are not included in Table 10 because they do not contain 
sounds relevant to the correspondence.  The point of C7 is to show the divergence of Lamalera from 
Alorese.  What happened before regarding sound shifts from PMP > PFL is beyond the present 
focus of this exercise, and I do not make attempt to make any claims regarding it.  The change seen 
in C7 occurred relatively recently because it represents a later split within the FL group.  The time 
gap between the change seen in C7 and any changes between PMP and PFL is great enough so that 
I will not be attempting a review of it in this paper.  I am concerned here with the shift of PFL *h > 
Lamalera Ø, and Table 10 is designed to display that. 
 
In C7 we see that the PFL /*h/ was dropped in Lamalera (E), but retained in Alor (G), as it has been 
in all the other languages.  Languages E and G share all of the sound correspondences C1-C6, so 
not only can we say the two languages very closely related to each other, their split occurred 
relatively recently, compared to when the other languages of the database split.  Because the 
difference we see in C7 from E is not seen in other languages, we know that it happened after EG 
had split away from CD, and in fact after E and G had split.  This means the split we see in C7 is a 
split taking us to the lowest level of the Flores-Lembata tree. 
 
As for the change itself, it is quite straightforward to presume, based on the presence of the /h/ in 
the cognates of the other languages of the database, and based on the principle of directionality, that 
the shift seen in C7 is a change from *h > Ø, rather than the opposite.  In fact it is much more 
common across languages to see a shift of  h > Ø, while it is rare to see a shift of  Ø > h.  For those 
reasons I postulate a PFL (and PEG) *h. 
 
I can say that the EG split came before the CD split (explained in C8) because in the database when 
looking at C7, it can be seen that while EG have split, C and D are still sharing a sound in the 
correspondence.  In C8, C and D are shown to have already split, but so are E and G.  This means at 
the time of the EG split, C and D were still unified, but at the time of the CD split, E and G were 
separated.  Logic then dictates that the change that resulted in C7 happened before the change that 
resulted in C8, meaning E and G split before C and D split. 
 
To what degree I can give a timetable for any of the changes seen in the present study is difficult to 
say, but it is worth noting that Klamer (2010) also claims that Alorese split off from Lamaholot 
about 600-700 years ago and headed East, to where the speakers are found today. 
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6.9. Sound correspondence 8 (C8) 
C8  --  C  /n/  --  D  /Ø/ 
 
Proposed sound change  --  PCD  *Vn > D Vɶ (note: previous symbol represents ‘nasalised vowel’) 
 
Example demonstrating sound change  --  PCD > D  ikan 'fish' > ikaɶ  (35). 
 
Table 11.  Examples for C8 (for more see database) 
 
Because Lewoingu (C) and Solor (D) appear to be the two languages of this study that are 
mostclosely related to each other, most likely any items that display divergence between the two are 
the product of relatively recent sound changes.  There are various examples in the database which 
show a divergence between Lewoingu and Solor in consonants of word initial and word medial 
position, but they are all singular examples that do not correspond well with each other.  Because 
these divergences are not well-represented enough in the database for me to claim anything of 
substance from them, I investigated the word-final correspondences from the database.  C8 is a 
word-final correspondence, but it demonstrates a clear difference between Lewoingu and Solor, and 
it occurs with great frequency in the database. 
 
The sound correspondence I refer to is, as is outlined above: Lewoingu  -n; Solor -(Ø).  Speaking to 
the frequency of occurrence of C8, it should be noted that the close nature and recent divergence of 
Lewoingu and Solor causes more cognates to appear in the database between them than an average 
pairing of FL languages, which leads to more available examples for comparison.  In spite of this, it 
is still interesting to note that C8 is by far the most common consonant correspondence found in the 
database.  I understand there are limitations, especially in this part of the Austronesian world, with 
regards to using word final correspondences, but in this case we see that over 10% percent of the 
items in the database consistently display the correspondence seen in C8. 
 
There are only two exceptions to the rule found in C8, in contrast to the over thirty items following 
the pattern.  These are items 162 and 259, which both have Lewoingu Solor cognates that both 
contain a final -n, rather than a Ø in Solor.  It should also be noted that three other items have a 
word in Solor (D) has a final -n.  Unfortunately, for two of these, items 146 and 205, there are no 
items present for comparison in Lewoingu, and in the third, item 233, the Lewoingu word in the 
database is not cognate with the Solor word.  These items therefore are not valid examples for the 
present study.  These five Solor words certainly are the exception to the rule, however, with more 
than thirty other items providing direct correspondence of cognates with a final -n in Lewoingu, and 
a final -Ø in Solor.  I believe that this correspondence is the best evidence present in the database, 
and sufficient enough evidence, to make a case for the timing of the split between the Lewoingu and 
Solor. 
 
# English PAN PMP PCMP Sika Lewolema Lewoingu Solor Lamalera Kedang Alorese Proto-sound
3 moon *bulan *bulan -ŋ -ã(Ø) -n -ǡ(Ø) -a(Ø) -ŋ *n
21 road *zalan *zalan -ŋ -ã(Ø) -n -ã(Ø) *n
35 fish *Sikan *hikan *hikan -ŋ -ã(Ø) -n  -ǡɶ(Ø) -ã(Ø) -a(Ø) -ŋ *n
49 leaf *biȐaq *dahun *daun -n  -ǡɶ(Ø) *n
95 name *ŋajan *ŋajan *ŋajan *-ŋ -ã(Ø) -n  -ǡɶ(Ø) -ŋ -a(Ø) -ŋ *n
124 -a(Ø) -ã(Ø) -n -ǡ(Ø) -a(Ø) -a(Ø) *n
* bulaN, 
*qiNas
 -ǡɶ(Ø)  
 / -aŋ
right 
(side)
*ka-
wanaN
*ka-
wanan 
*ka-
wanan 
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The lack of a consistently occurring final -n in the other six languages caused me to at first think 
that the sound change that occurred was an innovation into Lewoingu, which would have been the 
addition of a final -n.  However, the unlikelihood of this change in terms of the principle of 
directionality, and the presence of this final -n in many cognates in PAN, PMP, and PCMP, makes 
this possibility quite dubious.  I say that because in my original scenario a change in Lewoingu of 
*n > Ø > n would have occurred (meaning all the other languages would have lost the final -n at 
some point as well), a sequence that seems unlikely to say the least when compared to the 
possibility that Lewoingu simply retained the final -n, while the other languages lost it. 
 
A change of n > Ø is in fact much more common and expected than a change of Ø > n, which is one 
reason to believe C8 demonstrates a Lewoingu retention.  Another is that certain morphological 
processes, specifically various strategies of suffixation (i.e. marking of the genitive) employed by 
the FL languages, may have played an important role in the shifts away from final -n seen in the 
other six languages.  Of all the sound changes I have postulated in the present study, C8 is the most 
difficult to reconstruct with confidence.  However, the presence of the PAN, PMP, and PCMP final -
n in cognates, and the  greater likelihood of a final -n retention rather than creation, makes me 
believe that Lewoingu is simply the final FL language to retain the PFL *n in word-final position.  
Solor is presumably the latest language to lose the PFL *n, which happened after a split between 
Lewoingu and Solor.  Because Lewoingu and Solor pair in C1-C7, I believe that they were the last 
to two FL languages to split apart. 
 
The Lewoingu Solor split is thus the final split to occur in Flores-Lembata languages, and is what 
brought the FL branch to its current structure. 
 
 
6.10. Other correspondences 
 
6.10.1 PFL *s > z > r  --  PFL *s > h 
 
Table 12.  PFL *s >⁺ z > r  --  PFL *s > h 
 
An /*s/ is reconstructed in in PFL for reasons of directionality. Different sound changes have 
occurred in this example, because multiple resulting sounds are seen. In the Alorese case, the 
principle of directionality is key, s > h is a common change, but the reverse is very rare. A change 
directly from s > r is not likely, but because the /s/ is intervocalic it would be quite normal for the 
PFL *s to have become a z at one point. A common change, which subsequently happened, is z > r. 
Therefore, by way of z, we can see in languages BDEF, the change of PFL *s > ⁺z > r. 
 
6.10.2 PFL *j > ȴ 
 
Table 13.  PFL *j > ȴ 
 
The items from Table 13 above demonstrate a case of strengthening in Lewolema and Alorese.  
Strengthening refers to a change in which the resulting consonant is in one way or another 
articulated in a 'stronger' manner.  We have already seen in C1 the reconstruction of a PFL *j, and 
# English PAN PMP PCMP Sika Lewolema Lewoingu Solor Lamalera Kedang Alorese Proto-sound
246 rub -r- -s- -r- -r- -r- -h- *s
# English PAN PMP PCMP Sika Lewolema Lewoingu Solor Lamalera Kedang Alorese Proto-sound
47 tree -(Ø) -ȴ- -j- -j- - Ô - -(Ø) -ȴ- *j
127 many -ȴ- -j- -j- -j- *j
178 green *mataq *mataq *mataq -ȴ- -j- *j
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therefore, for reasons of majority wins and economy, I have postulated a PFL *j for these items.  
Additionally, we can see in C4 another case of strengthening in Alorese. 
 
 
6.11. Metathesis in Flores-Lembata 
 
Table 14.  Metathesis in Flores-Lembata 
 
In the database there are four examples of potential metathesis that have occurred within the Flores-
Lembata group.  I included item 241 as well, in spite of the lack of cognacy it shares with FL 
languages.  I will not attempt to analyze it, it is included only to highlight a potential display of 
metathesis occurring farther back in Malayo-Polynesian languages. 
 
(1) reman  --  mareŋ 
 
The is a difference between the Lewoingu and Lamalera words and the Alorese word (reman > 
mareŋ).  There has been a transposition of the /re/ and /ma/.  In this case the syllables metathesized 
as whole parts, which  is slightly different from the other examples below. 
 
(2) kərome  --  kamore 
 
In the case of (2) the transposition only occurs in the consonants, rather than a transposition of the 
entire syllable, as was seen above in (1).  Additionally, the metathesis occurs word-internally, which 
may have some influence to why the vowels did not transpose along with the consonants. 
 
(3) vuaȤ  --  Ȥufa  --  Ȥuwa   
 
In this example of metathesis (3), we see that the labiodental consonant has shifted from 
intervocalic position to word-initial position.  When in intervocalic position, the consonant appears 
both in a voiced (Solor) and unvoiced (Alorese) variant. 
 
(4) riȤuk > ruȤiŋ 
 
This metathesis example (4) is unique from the other examples because it is an example where 
metathesis of the vowels is seen, but where the consonants do not change positions. 
 
The four cases of metathesis are the only three I identified in the database, and Alorese is the only 
language to participate in all four examples. The four cases present a different types of metathesis, 
which suggests that perhaps many more examples may be found in Flores-Lembata with further 
investigation. 
 
 
 
 
 
# English PAN PMP PCMP Sika Lewolema Lewoingu Solor Lamalera Kedang Alorese
5 night *beȐŋi *bəŋin rəman ɑremã ma'reŋ
33 rat *labaw *labaw *labaw kərome ka'more
56 betel nut 'Ȥuwa 'Ȥufa
68 bone *CuqelaN *tuqelan luri-ŋ ri'uk ri'Ȥuk ɑriuk lurin ru'Ȥiŋ
241 to spit *luzaq *zulaq 
*beȐŋi 
k´rome
vuaȤ
*zuȐi riȤuk
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7 Results and conclusions 
 
7.1. Proto-Flores-Lembata consonant inventory 
Table 15 below displays the Proto-Flores-Lembata consonant inventory, as reconstructed based on 
sound correspondences identified in the database. 
 
Table 15.  Proto-Flores-Lembata Consonant Inventory 
PFL CONSONANTS Bilabial Alveolar Palatal Velar Glottal 
Plosive *p      *b   *t       *d    *k       *g *Ȥ 
Nasal          *m             *n             *ŋ  
Trill              *r    
Fricative    *s   *h 
Approximate          *w               *j   
Lateral Approximate               *l    
 
The consonant inventory appears to be uncontroversial, with no real unexpected consonants, or 
places or manners of articulation.  Because of this, I would not be surprised, if with further study, 
one, or maybe two more consonants may appear in reconstructions. This study does not make an 
investigation of Flores-Lembata vowels, so I cannot offer a guess as to what the PFL vowel 
inventory may be.  The vowel information exists in the database, and could be analyzed at a later 
date. 
 
It is natural that working with small word lists will produce only common and expected consonants 
in reconstructions, because the chances are fewer to encounter rare phonemes in lexical items.  For 
instance, I reconstruct a *g in PFL because of the likelihood of its existence, despite the fact that it 
was not the reconstructed sound in any of correspondences from the database.  I reconstruct *g 
because it appears in the phonological systems of all seven modern languages, and also because not 
having it would be a curious empty spot in the PFL system.  This reasoning is upheld by principles 
outlined by Campbell (2004), explained briefly in section 5.4. 
 
For the unanimous consonant correspondences found in the database that complete the proto-sound 
system, please refer to Appendix 3.  The phoneme present in each unanimous sound correspondence 
has been reconstructed as the PFL sound, and for that reason these correspondences are not 
discussed further in this paper. 
 
 
7.2. Flores-Lembata internal divisions 
Below stands Figure 3, which contains the Flores-Lembata tree.  At the top is Proto-Flores-
Lembata, and below are its daughter languages, all seven that were analyzed as a part of this study.  
I do not make any claims for the rest of the languages currently classified as FL.  The lack of 
materials available fore the other languages precluded their inclusion in the present study. 
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      Figure 3.  Flores-Lembata Tree 
 
The splits I will summarize below are numbered above in the order I believe they occurred.  Split 1, 
for instance, was the separation of Kedang from the other six languages.  Split 2 was the separation 
of Sika from BCDEG, and so on.  When a language separated the group, its split is represented by a 
divergence from the main line proceeding from the top of the tree to its bottom-left, with the 
exception of Split 5, which represents E splitting off from EG, which occurred after EG had split off 
from CDEG. 
 
As can be seen in FL tree, the languages are positioned to represent their earlier or later divergence 
from the group and each other.  To recap the splits that were outlined in Chapter 6, I will explain the 
tree briefly from top to bottom.  The earlier splits are represented higher up on the tree, meaning 
Kedang was the first FL language to split from PFL.  The reasons for this argument are outlined in 
sections 6.2-6.3, which cover C1 and C2.  Split 2 was explained with C3 and C4 (Sections 6.4-6.5), 
where it can be seen that Sika was the next language to separate.  Sika, and Kedang to an even 
greater extent, are the two languages which have the least in common with the rest of the group.  
They are the languages at the geographic 'borders' of the Flores-Lembata area, and, I would argue, 
they stand at the genealogical borders as well. 
 
Lewolema is much more closely related to the languages from the left side of the tree than Kedang 
or Sika, but it still was the next to split off, after Sika.  C5 shows an innovation from *l > r in 
Lewolema, one which none of the remaining languages share, and which happened after Lewolema 
separated. 
 
After the separation of Lewolema, the four languages remaining at the left side of the tree most 
likely were part of what may be called Proto-Lamaholot.  They are the four most closely related 
languages within FL (with respect to each other), based on the frequency of shared innovations 
between them.  The frequency of those shared innovations also suggests they diverged much later 
than did the other three languages in the FL group.  C6 demonstrates the first divide within the 
Proto-Lamaholot group, with EG splitting from the CD, which left two languages, Proto-EG and 
Proto-CD.  The split of E and G is classified as Split 5 because in the correspondence that displays 
it, C7, Lewoingu and Solor remain together.  In C8, where Lewoingu and Solor are shown to have 
split, Lamalera and Alorese had also split, suggesting that E and G split before C and D. 
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7.3. Implications for future study and limitations of the present study 
The present study focus principally on consonant correspondences seen in seven Flores-Lembata 
languages, and used them to make conclusions about the shared innovations and history of the 
group as a whole.  Future study could of course make use of vowel correspondences to confirm or 
deny findings from this study related to the structure and timeline of the internal divisions of Flores-
Lembata.  Future study on this subject may also lead to profitable attempts at reconstruction of PFL 
lexical items.  With additional study and reconstruction of the vowel system of PFL, a short list of 
PFL lexical items could also be created without too much trouble.  Additionally, an attempt to 
include morphological data could be added to give us a more complete view of what may have 
happened in Flores-Lembata history. 
 
The present study was limited by the lack of resources presently available for the FL group.  I 
simply could not find or did not have access to information from many of the FL languages, which 
severely limited the potential scope of my study.  As time goes on, hopefully more fieldwork will be 
carried out in the FL area, which should lead to more analyzable data, and thereby a more complete 
analysis of the internal divisions of the Flores-Lembata group.  I hope that this paper offers a sound 
beginning to the exploration of the history of this interesting, complex, and poorly understood 
region, and that its implications and results may offer clues and ideas to other researchers in related 
areas as well. 
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Appendix 1.  Comparison of shared correspondences 
 
A Sika D Solor G Alorese
C1 A B C D E G C1 A B C D E G C1 A B C D E G
C2 A B C D E G C2 A B C D E G C2 A B C D E G
C3 A C3 B C D E G C3 B C D E G
C4 A C4 B C D E F G C4 B C D E F G
C5 A C D E F G C5 A C D E F G C5 A C D E F G
C6 A C6 C D C6 E G
C7 A B C D G C7 A B C D G C7 A B C D G
C8 A G C8 B D E C8 A G
3 4 4 3 1 5 20 4 6 7 6 2 6 31 5 8 6 6 6 2 33
B Lewolema E Lamalera
C1 A B C D E G C1 A B C D E G
C2 A B C D E G C2 A B C D E G
C3 B C D E G C3 B C D E G
C4 B C D E F G C4 B C D E F G
C5 B C5 A C D E F G
C6 B F C6 E G
C7 A B C D G C7 E F
C8 B D E C8 B D E
3 5 6 5 2 5 26 3 5 5 6 3 6 28
C Lewoingu F Kedang
C1 A B C D E G C1 F
C2 A B C D E G C2 F
C3 B C D E G C3 F
C4 B C D E F G C4 B C D E F G
C5 A C D E F G C5 A C D E F G
C6 C D C6 B F
C7 A B C D G C7 E F
C8 C C8 F
4 5 7 5 2 6 29 1 2 2 2 3 2 12
  
 Appendix 2.  Word lists from Flores-Lembata languages 
 
 
 
 
ABVD online ABVD online ABVD online IPA IPA IPA IPA IPA
ABVD online ABVD online ABVD online Keraf (1978)
A B C D E F G
# English PAn PMP PCMP Sika Lewolema Lewoingu Solor Lamalera Kedang
1 sky *laŋiC *laŋit *laŋit kələn  'kǩlǩ ɶ ɑkelã ælæŋ 'laŋi
2 sun ləro ləra 'lǩ'ra lǩɑra la'ra
3 moon *bulan *bulan vulã wulan 'wulǡ 'fulaŋ
4 star *bituqen *bituqen *bituqən dala pətala pǩ'tala ɑtona ta'mala
5 night *beȐŋi *bəŋin rəman  'hǤkǤ ɶ ɑremã ubεn ma'reŋ
6 day *qalejaw *qalejaw *qaləjaw ləro-ŋ la'rǤŋ ɑlǫro la'ra:
7 year *kawaS *taqun *taqun ləron tũ: ɑtȚŋ tun 'tu:ŋ
8 wind *bali *haŋin *haŋin ani-n  'ǡŋĩ ɑaŋi >aŋin vεŋin 'aŋi
9 ice 'ǫs
10 snow 'salȴu
11 fog *kabut *kabut tun/meto
FLORES-
LEMBATA
orthography 
notes
IPA;  * = 
reconstructed 
form; *[ ] = 
ungrammatical;
IPA;  >V = 
breathy 
alternate; ;
Source 
notes
Lewis & Grimes 
1995 (in: Tryon 
1995)
Pampus 
(1999)
Nishiyama 
and Kelen 
(2008)
Klamer 
(2002)
Samely 
(1991)
Klamer 
(2003)
Alorese 
(Baranusa)
Bula Butu k´l´ )
r´ra
lOjO; lOjO 
matan
* bulaN, 
*qiNas Bula-ŋ >ula lOjO
p´tala
malæ manuȤ; 
malæ tala; 
navun
*beȐŋi *ȤBau-ŋ
nokõȤ  (on 
paper - 
nǤkõȤ)
ara, 
(‘siang’:) 
r´rõ
>εȤa; haraȤ; 
lOjO
ȤliBa-ŋ su), tu)
aŋ )¸ aŋi
*koBa
bhs rit  
bavo milã habOȤ
  
 
12 river
13 lake
14 earth
15 stone
16 mountain
17 forest
18 fire ape ape
19 smoke
20 dust
21 road
22 house
23 rope *tali tale 'tale
24 canoe
*naŋa ba; Bair 
ba (river, 
stream, 
brook) suŋe su'ŋe: ɑsuŋe >ubεȤ; ævæŋ 'kali
*danaw *danaw *danaw *rano livo ȴone) ɑlifo 'danǡu
*daȐeq
*tanaq; 
*taneq *tanaq tana tana tana 'tana ɑtana auȤ 'tana
*batu *batu *batu Batu vato wato 'wato ɑfato
tavan; uar; 
uluȤ; vaȤ ai; 
vaȤ εra; vaȤ 
luli; vaȤ nimaȤ 'fato
*halas
*ili-n  
(mountain, 
hill) ile ile i'le: ɑile >ili 'foto
*kaSiw-
kaSiw-an neva, rukaȤ kajo bǩrǩ'gǡȤ ɑeka pǩɑnǩt
>εȤa kain; 
>utaŋ; kain 
laraŋ u'tǡŋ
*Sapuy *hapuy *hapuy api a'peȤ ɑape
>api padu; 
himaȤ a'pe:
*CebuN, 
*qebel
*qebel; 
*qasu *masu nuhi-n (ape) nuhu) nuhun nuhũ sǩnǩɑgȚr
dumεȤ; 
maliraŋ; in 
bakO; rubu ,ape 'nǡhiŋ
*likeS
*qabuk; 
*qapuk *qabu ȤreBu
ape ulã, 
k´Ȥavuk kəawuk
læbuȤ bOŋ; 
rubu a'fo:
*zalan *zalan lala-ŋ rarã laran
 la'rǡɶ / 
la'raŋ ɑlarã 'tǤ:r
*Ȑumaq *Ȑumaq *Ȑumaq
laŋoȤ  (on 
paper - 
laŋǤȤ) 'lǡŋo ɑlaŋo 'Ȥuma
*CaliS *talih 
*tali; 
*waȐəj
taleȤ, korã  
(on paper - 
kǤrã) ta'le: ɑtale vadεȤ
tǫna,  
(sampan:) 
sapã, nel )¸ tena tena 'tǫna
  
 
25 machete
26
27 spear gala gala
28 knife
29 comb
30 mat
31 clothing
32 dog
33 rat
34 tail
35 fish
36 bird
37 wing
38 claw
39 feather
40 horn
41 snake
42 egg
k´numǫȤ, 
ar- 
kais: pǫda 'pǫda
axe
soru, vadõ, 
tradi- 
sional: 
badõ soru hepe bali
hǫpǫȤ, utk 
meng- 
iris: m´rǫȤ hepe hepe du'ri
kiriȤ ki'ri
kǫka, ohã sa'fae
ale 
lolõ/pake, 
lipaȤ labu 'agopa'kei aleɑlolo 'konȴo
*asu, *wasu *asu *asu ahu
aho(Ȥ), 
ritual  asu aho 'aho ɑao >au vavi a'ho
*labaw *labaw *labaw k´rome kərome ka'more
*ikuȐ *ikuR *ikuȐ *iȤur ikuȤ ikun 'ikũ ɑiku εbO 'ikuk
*Sikan *hikan *hikan iȤa-ŋ ikã ikan  'ikǡ ɶ ɑikã >iȤa >εlaŋ 'ikǡŋ
*qayam
*manuk; 
*qayam *manuk horo-ŋ kolõ kolon ɑkolo udaŋ 'koloŋ
*paNid
*kapak; 
*panid
*kapak; 
*panij kəpik k´piȤ kəpi  ka'pĩ kǩɑpǺk apiȤ 'kapik
t´muȤi(t) tǩ'muȤi 
'limǡŋ 
ta'nuŋgul
*bulu *bulu Bulu-ŋ ravuk rawun 'rawuk raɑfȚk wu'luk
tara-ŋ tarã  ta'rǡ ɶ ru'ha:
*SulaȐ
*nipay; 
*hulaR *ulaR *[ular] ulaȤ ula 'ula ɑula >ular pupun Ȥu'la
*qiCeluȐ
*qateluR; 
*qiteluR *qatəluȐ *təlo t´luk təlu tǩ'lǤŋ tǩɑlu manuȤ tOlOr 'taluk
  
 
 
43 worm
44 louse
45 crocodile
46 grass
47 tree
48 bark (of tree)
49 leaf
50 root
51 fruit
52 seed
53 flower
54
55 cooked rice
*kulay
*kalati; 
*qali-wati *kalati doho
(ulaȤ) valaȤ 
     ‘cacing 
tanah’
kǩ'bǫŋǩ; 
mǩ'neo tǩlu hala mukεl ,Ȥula 'fale
*kuCu *kutu *kutu Ȥutu
kuto  (on 
paper - 
kutǤ) kuto kutǤ tǩlu
utu (head 
louse) ku't:Ǥ
kobu, 
vaȴaȤ 'bapa
*Cemel *baliji *udu *BaȤa-ŋ
kahã, 
k n´umak, 
k´lik´t, 
k´r´m´t, 
(‘alang2’:) 
luȤo kərəmək kǩrǩɑmǫt
>uru; ruȤ 
vadεȤ la'duŋ
*(kayu) Aone Ȥai kaȴo(’) kajo/pukən kajo ɑkaÔo
ai vaȤ; kain 
laraŋ
'kaȴu 
'lǤlǤŋ
Ȥai Ȥuli-t
kamak = 
   kaȴo 
kamãȤ kajo kǡmǡ ɑkaÔo ɑkãmã ai amaȤ
'kaȴu 
'kamaŋ
*biȐaq *dahun *daun *Ȥrou (kaȴo) lolõ ləpan  lǡ'pǡ ɶ ɑlolo
ai lOlOn; lεpaȤ; 
lOlOn 'lǤlǤŋ
*ȐameC, * 
ȐamiS *uRat *wakaȐ Ȥramut
 (r)amut 
‘tunggul’ , 
k´lipa [dlm 
tanah]
ramuk/ramu
kən 'amut raɑmȚt ramuȤ 'ramuk
*buaq *buaq *buaq Bua-ŋ vuã a wuan  'uǡɶ / 'uwǡ ɶ ɑfuã >uan 'kuluŋ
Bini
kuluk, 
k´nulu)Ȥ əra ǩ'raȤ ɑupu tavan; uluȤ 'kuluŋ
*buŋa *buŋa puhu-ŋ puhu) puhun 'buŋa ɑpu puhun 'buŋa
uncooked 
rice lamak, tahã bǩ'rǡs 'apa
baȤit, lamak 
(m´- 
nihu)
'nukǡ; 
wata 
tǩ'naha 'fata
  
 
 
 
56 betel nut
57 betel vine
58 lime
59 chew betel
60 sweet potato
61 cassava
62 taro
63 sago
64 milk
65 salt
66 fat 
67 flesh, meat
68 bone
69 blood
70 liver
71 heart
72 guts
vuaȤ (maluȤ) 'Ȥuwa 'Ȥufa
maluȤ mǡ'lu: 'malu
apuȤ 'Ȥǡpu 'Ȥapu
*mamaq *mamaq
gã
(kj)
 vuaȤ 
maluȤ
'Ȥuwa / 'Ȥua 
mǡ'lu
ue ȴavã 'Ȥuwe
,kur:a: 
'Ȥutaŋ
ue kaȴo 'kur:a
./. ke'lǡdi (Ind)
./. kǩtǩ'buk
tuho 
wa Ȥĩ (on 
paper - tuhǤ 
waȤi ɶ) 'susu (Ind) 'susu
*qasiȐa
*qasiRa; 
*timus
*qasiȐa; 
*tasik *hini siȤa siȤa 'siȤa ɑsia tæȤu >apur 'siȤa
*SimaȐ
*meñak; 
*himaR; 
*miñak *miñak 
vorãȤ  [pd 
daging] (on 
paper - 
vǤrãȤ) məlu  wǤ'rǡ ɶ ɑforã
hækær tεdal; 
OpOȤ dækær; 
vOjaȤ >aval
*Sesi, *isi *hesi; *isi *isi *Ȥlui-ŋ  (flesh) ihik mənaken
 dǡgĩ (B 
Kupǡng) ɑhik/ɑelã >ihiŋ 'Ȥihik
*CuqelaN *tuqelan *zuȐi luri-ŋ riȤuk riȤuk ri'Ȥuk ɑriuk haraȤ lurin ru'Ȥiŋ
*daȐaq *daRaq *daȐaq *mei mei, rit raȤa mei mei ɑmei væiȤ 'ra:
*qaCay *qatay *qatay *ȤBate ate, kǫȤǫk aten  ǡ'tǫ ɶ ɑonã 'hati
puhu-ŋ Bua-ŋ vuak  pu'hũ ɑpuo >OnεȤ; mutiȤ
*Cinaqi
*tinaqi 
(intestines)
*taqi 
(intestines) taȤi-ŋ taǫ k´bote tahi onən  tǡɶĩ kǩɑboti 'teiŋ 'ǤnǤŋ
  
 
73 stomach *tian (belly) ale, luvo  'ǡlǫ ɶ ɑlufu 'teiŋ
74 head *quluh *qulu *qulu ala-ŋ kotən 'kotõ ɑkotã tubar 'kǤtǤŋ
75 hair *bukeS *buhek *ala rata(n) 'ratã ɑrata uha 'rata
76 eye *maCA *mata *mata *mata mata mata 'matã ɑmatã 'mataŋ
77 ear *Caliŋa *taliŋa *taliŋa *tilu tilu tilun 'tilũ ɑtilu til 'til:uŋ
78 nose *mujiŋ *ijuŋ; *ujuŋ *ijuŋ iru-ŋ iru irun 'irũ (n)iɑrȚŋ niŋ 'ir:uŋ
79 mouth *ŋusu *baqbaq *babaq məmu wəwa(n)  wǩ'wã fǩɑfã 'fofaŋ
80 lips nuhu elã  nǩ'hũ ɑnu 'fifiŋ
81 teeth *nipen niu-ŋ (tooth) 'ipe ɶ ɑipã avar (tooth) 'ȤulǤŋ
82 tongue *Sema *ma wewel wǫwǫl eɑfǫl æbæl 'fǫfǫl
83 neck *liqeȐ wuli(n) 'wulĩ ɑfuli 'fuliŋ
84 arm lima lima(n) ke'palik 'limaŋ
85 hand *(qa)lima *[qa]lima *lima lima-ŋ lima(n) limǡ ɑlima liŋ
86 fingernail liŋ urun ta'nuŋgul
87 breast *susu *susu *susu uhu-ŋ tuho 'tuhũ tu'hǤ:
88 navel kǩ'puhǩr ka'pu,hǤr
*tian 
(belly); 
*kampuŋ 
(belly)
taȤi-ŋ  
(stomach) bOtin
kot´, koto 
(on paper - 
kǤt´, kǤtǤ)
*buk; *qulu; 
*daun ni 
qulu rataȤ
matO
nuhu, v´ va nunu vOvO
*ipen; 
*nipen
*ipən; 
*nipən ip´
*dilaq; 
*hema
*ləma; 
*lama; 
*maya
veve(r)  (on 
paper - 
vǫvǫ(r))
*liqeR *Ȥəru-ŋ vuliȤ
>uli; aduŋ 
bOkO; bOŋan 
aduŋ
[lima anãȤ 
‘jari..’]
'limaŋ 
ka'lumak
Ȥunur t´muȤi(t)
tuho, rit 
tuso  (on 
paper - tuhǤ)
k´puhu(r)
(kə)puhurə, 
puhurən
  
 
 
89 leg *qaqay lei lein leɶĩ: ɑlei 'leiŋ
90 foot  leɶĩ: 'mǡkǡt læi
91 knee *tur lotor(ən) lǤ'tǤr udul ,leiŋ 'kudul
92 back *likud *likud *mudi 'kolã 'Ȥalǫŋ
93 skin *qaNiC *kulit *kulit kamak 'kǡmǡ ɑkãmã 'kamaŋ
94 person *Cau *tau 'Ȥǡtǡ ataɑdikã 'Ȥata
95 name *ŋajan *ŋajan *ŋajan *nara-ŋ narã naran  'narǡ ɶ naɑrǠŋ naja 'naraŋ
96 child *aNak *anak *anak me 'Ȥǡnǡ ɑana
97 man ianməlake  bǩ'lǡkĩ kǩbaeɑlake ka'lake
98 woman *bahi *bahi ina (ke)vae inawae kǩbaɑrafae ka'fae
99 husband *qasawa lake  'lǡke ɶ kǩɑlake >atε rian ka'lake
100 wife *qasawa *qasawa kəwae kǩ'wǡi kǩɑfae ka'fae
101 mother *t-ina *t-ina *ina ina inawae 'ǩma; 'inǡ əma 'Ȥina
102 father *t-ama *t-ama *ama *ama ama 'ama bapa 'Ȥama
103 older sibling kaka, tata ɑtata 'tataŋ
*qaqay 
(leg/foot)
*wai 
(leg/foot) *BaȤi
*qaqay 
(leg/foot)
*wai 
(leg/foot) *BaȤi
[lei anãȤ ‘jari 
...’]
'leiŋ 
ka'lumak
loto(r)  (on 
paper - 
lǤtǤ(r))
*leȤar
kolaȤ, uhuk 
kola(Ȥan) >uhur; Obi
Ȥuli-t kuliȤ amaȤ
*tau, 
*taumataq ata (dik )´Ȥ)
anaȤ anaȤ >anaȤ
'Ȥanaŋ / 
bi're ka'ri:
*ma-
Ȑuqanay
*laki; *ma-
Ruqanay 
*laki, *ma-
Ruqanay
ata laȤi  (laȤi = 
male)
ama lake; 
k´lake 
(yg sdh 
kawin)
>anaȤ >abε; 
>ata diȤεn; 
>atε diȤεn; 
>atan
*bai, *b-in-
ay
ata Bai  (Bai = 
female)
 bǡrǫ' kuǡĩ; 
 bǩr 'wǡĩ inaȤ; inε; >inO
*bana; 
*qasawa ata laȤi
ama lake; 
k´lake
*ata duȤa Bai (ata) (k´)vae væȤ rian
´maȤ, rit  
ina
ama, bapaȤ, 
tata amε; >amO
ȤǤa (female 
 sibling); nǤɶ 
(male 
sibling)
  
 
 
104 aɑriǺk 'Ȥar~i
105 granparent
106 grandchild
107 slave
108 1sg *i-aku *i-aku *i-aku go 'goȤe ɑgoe go:
109 *i-kaSu *imi, *miu mo 'moȤe O 'mǤ:
110 2sg (polite) 'moȤe 'mǤ:
111 3sg *si-ia *si-ia *s-ia nimu na 'naȤǫ ɑnae 'nǤ:
112 1pl excl *kami *kami *k-ami kame 'kǡmǫ ɑkame tε 'kame
113 1pl incl *i-kita *i-kita *k-ita tite 'tite ɑtite ε; kε ,Ȥi'tǫ
114 2pl *i-kamu miu mio (vaoke) mio 'mio ɑmio mε ,mi sa'kali
115 3pl *si-ida *sida rimu ra 'rǡȤǫ ɑrae 'fe: sa'kali
116 this *i-ni *i ni *-ni pi ɑpi ,ha'Ȥ~a
117 that *i na *-na pe ɑpe ,ka'te
118 at *i, *di *i; *di *di pe Ȥia ɑlau, ɑrae 'Ȥunuŋ
119 here pi(a) pia, pi ɑdipi 'hanȴa'fa
younger 
sibling
adǫȤ, rit  
ariȤ
ȤǤa (female 
 sibling); nǤɶ 
(male 
sibling)
baȤ / dadi
'Ȥufa 
'beiŋ / gina
anaȤ susu
naba, ala 
ȴati
aȤu
goȤǫ, 
colloquial  
go  (on 
paper - 
gǤȤǫ)
>εȤi (obj); >εi 
(subj)
2sg 
(informal)
*i-kamu; 
*kamiu Ȥau
moȤǫ, coll  
mo  (on 
paper - 
mǤȤǫ)
ɑmoe /ɑ 
mio
moȤǫ  (on 
paper - 
mǤȤǫ)
naȤǫ nuO; ni
Ȥami kamǫ
Ȥita titǫ
raȤǫ (vaoka) suO
pi(a), piȤ )¸ 
(m )¸n) pi, piȤin nOȤ
pe, peȤe) 
(me) pe, peȤen sObε
t´(ka)
t´ pi, t´Ȥi bæȤ; di nOȤ
  
 
 
120 there pe ɑdepe 'alika'le:
121 above *atas lolõ 'lǤlǤŋ
122 below *i babaq *babaq 'la:uŋ
123 left *ka-wiȐi nekin nei'ki ɑmeki vεri 'mekiŋ
124 right (side) *ka-wanaN *ka-wanan *ka-wanan vanã wanan 'wǡnǡ ɑfana vana di'kǫ~:
125 a few *kəsik ha bǩ'ruǡ ɑusi uraŋ 'Ȥata 'Ȥusu
126 all *amin *amin *haha wəkən kaen wǤkǤ'kǡi faɑkahae 'Ȥata sa'kali
127 many aja  'ǡjǡ ɶ ɑajã rai varan 'Ȥata la'bi:
128 some *pira ko pira bua bǩ'ruǡ boɑpira vai
129 to count *SipuȐ *ihap *iap *[rekeŋ] gasik gǡ'sik 'rǫkiŋ
130 one *esa, *isa *esa; *isa *əsa, *isa ha tǤ'Ȥu ɑtou 'tǤ:
131 two *duSa *duha *dua rua rua rua 'ruǡ ɑrua suε 'rua
132 three *telu *telu *təlu təlu təlo tǩ'lo: ɑtelo tælu 'tal:au
133 four *sepat *epat hutu pat pak pǡ: ɑpa pa:
134 five *lima lima lema le'mǡ: ɑlema lεmε 'lǫm:a
135 six nəmən  nǩ'mũ ɑnemu 'nam:u
136 seven pito pito 'pitu / pito ɑpito 'pit:Ǥ
137 eight buto buto 'wutu: ɑbuto 'but:Ǥ
p´li, t´ pe, 
te
pǩ'rǡi, rǡi, 
pe:
di mæ; di 
nObε; nObε
*i babaw, *i 
taqas
*i-taqas; *i-
babaw
tǫti; tǫti ... 
wutu
lau) [tempat/ 
              
daerah !?]
lǡli; lǡli ... 
'lǫreŋ
*ka-wiRi *ka-wiȐi Biri nek )¸
Bana
ata b´rua
ata v´ k n´ 
kae)Ȥ ræiȤ
gaBa-ŋ
kaȴak [< 
aȴaȤ]
toȤu rua, 
b r´ua  (on 
paper - 
tǤȤu)
gasit, hiv´ k karεȤ kataȤ
toȤu  (on 
paper - tǤȤu) toȤu >udεȤ
t´lo
*[ə]pat, 
*pati, *pani >apaȤ
lǫma
n´m(´)
  
 
138 nine hiva hiwa hiwǡ ɑhifa 'hif:a
139 ten pulo pulo ɑpulo 'kartǤ
140 twenty pulu rua pulu rua pulu 'ruǡ ka:'rua
141 one hundred tǫ'ratu 'ratu
142 big *ma-Ȑaya gəte  'bǫlǩɶ: ɑbelã bĩ:
143 small *kedi *kəsik kəne  a'nǩɶ: ɑkeni 'an:aŋ
144 old (house) *blupur okin tua
145 new (house) *ma-baqeȐu  'wũȤũ ɑfu
146 old (people) *ma-tuqaS *ma-tuqah *tuqa  Ǥ'kǺɶ /Ǥ'kǺn ɑmagu
147
148 hot *gahu (warm) pǩ'lǩte: pǩɑlate daja (warm) pa'latiŋ
149 cold *blata-ŋ gələtə gǩ'lǩtǩ gǩɑlǩtã ka'luaŋ
150 good *ma-pia *ma-pia əre sǩnaɑrǫŋ 'dik:ǫ
puloȤ; 
pulok¬
ratu toȤu, 
t´ratu  (on 
paper - tǤȤu)
ratu toȤu, 
təratu
*ma-Raya *Raya bel´Ȥ
belə / 
bapan
kεdεŋ kεnaȤ; 
ria baraȤ; tiri 
bOrεȤ
*dikiq; 
*kedi
*dikiq, 
*kedi
k´ne/k´niȤ/k
´siȤ
kulεŋ kaiȤ; 
mæȤæ; utu 
kulεŋ; utu OlOr
(laŋoȤ) nolõ  
(on paper - 
(laŋǤȤ) nǤlõ)
'nǤlǤ, 'uma 
'nǤlǤ
*ma-
baqeRu 
*baqəȐu; 
*bəqəȐu Bəru
(laŋoȤ) vuȤu)  
(on paper - 
(laŋǤȤ)) wuȤun vεrun taȤεn
'funǤ, 'uma 
'funǤ
tua bel´ k, 
t´nue)
'gambǫ-'ga
mbǫ, 
'ina-'ina
young 
(people) nubu), b´lia
bǫ 'lamǫŋ, 
'kafaǫ
*ma-panas 
(warm) 
*ma-panas 
(warm) p´late
*ma-diŋdiŋ *ma-dindiŋ 
b´riŋ )¸ 
mi ælæȤ; æmi 
pana; æmi 
ruku
Ȥepa-ŋ
dik´Ȥ, maǫ, 
sarǫȤ
mǩ'lǡŋ; 
kele'mur/se
narǫ diȤεn hεrun
  
 
151 bad *kuya *zaqat *zaqat məko  'datǩɶ: afadaɑtǩŋ 'datǫ
152 full bənu mǩ'nu: 'pan:Ǥŋ
153 near *ma-azaNih *ma-azani  dahǫ ɶ ɑdae 'dah:ǫ
154 far *ma-dawiN *ma-zauq *zauq doã  dǤɶe ɑdoe 'ȴuaŋ
155 wet gəma dəman  dǩ'mǫ ɶ sǩɑnǩbe 'ǫlǫ
156 dry *ma-qaȐiw mara  ma'rã ɑmarã 'mara
157 long *inaduq *anaduq *anaduq bloŋ bəlola  bǩ'lahã ɑblã ba'lah:a
158 short *babaq buluk  kǩ'rõ kǩɑru 'mak:u
159 thin *ma-NiSepiS *ma-nipis *ma-nipis *blelər tipis (Ind) mǩɑnipi 'kar:i
160 round *guər mogo bǩ'lopor beloɑpǤr ga'lǤkǤ
161 dark  'mitǩɶ: 'kuiŋ
162 dirty *cemed *ma-qetəm milan  'milǡɶn ɑmilã ka'lit:a
*goȤis
da(t´), ´v´  
da
buruȤ balaŋ; 
datεn OhaȤ; 
iŋin bOaŋ; kεhε 
>alε
m´nu, 
(‘sesak’:) 
hugiȤ
>ihi; >ihiȤ; 
bOlOr mapaȤ; 
pænu mænu
*hazani; 
*raŋi
*groȤo  (near 
adv) dahǫȤ
blaBir dOa tεvεl
*ma-baseq *ma-basəq d´mǫȤ
baha; dOrOȤ 
vεrOȤ; ritaȤ 
dOrOȤ
*ma-Raŋaw 
*ma-
Ȑaŋaw *duȤur maraȤ
majaȤ midε; 
pariȤ; turi rOka
b´laha
lava dεkar 
(distance); lεla 
dOaȤ (time)
*ma-babaq 
k r´uȤ , 
kubar, boso  
(on paper - 
bǤsǤ) kəsuȤ OhaȤ lεla
k´rogo, 
komoȤ  (on 
paper - 
k´rǤgǤ, 
kǤmǤȤ)
kərogon, 
mənipi
mipi tεȤul; piki 
rikan
OpOl kOdOȤ; 
Opaŋ sεlε
b´ruhu
miȤak
 kotoȤ, 
milã, 
(air:) p´mu  
(on paper -  
kǤtǤȤ)
buhaŋ ræmuȤ; 
mitεŋ kajOȤ; 
ulaȤ kOpiŋ
  
 
163 sharp *Cazem *ma-tazim dira-ŋ bərəkə dǩ'kǩt bǩrǩɑkǩt 'dak:ǫ
164 blunt (dull) *dumpul *bou-ŋ bǩ'da:t ɑmoso >umal 'kumbu
165 heavy *[bərat] bǡ'Ȥǡ ɑbatã ba:
166 straight dəlor  mo'pǡ ɶ ɑmūlu 'mallǤŋ
167 wide *ma-lawas lǫbǡr (Ind) pelaɑfǠt 'bǫa
168 narrow *kepit *ipot kǩ'tǩkǩ hiɑpǫt ki'p:ǫ
169 correct *ma-bener *akə-t  'murǩ ɶ ɑmurã 'mallǤŋ
170 ripe tahak tǩnǩ'hǩ ɑtã 'tah:a
171 rotten *ma-buȐaq məko 'waũ ɑfãu 'datǫ
172 flat, smooth kəloho kǩ'lehǤk ɑlere 'hama
173 thick *ma-kapal tǩbǡl (Ind) pǩɑfǩre 'gapa
174 other *duma *liqan ikərən 'ikǩr ɑgeak 'hama la'hǫ
175 black *CeŋeN *ma-qitem *mita-ŋ mitən  mi'tǩ ɶ miɑtãŋ 'mit:ǫŋ
176 white *ma-puNi *ma-putiq *burak *bura bura  bu'rã ɑburã 'bur:a
177 red *ma-taNah *mera-ŋ  'meȤǩ ɶ ɑmeã 'mǫã
*ma-tazem; 
*tazim d´k´t
dæjæȤ; æruȤ; 
pahεȤ
*pundul; 
*dumpul
gã halaȤ ‘tdk 
ma-kan’, 
m´n´ŋõ
*ma-baseq *ma-basəq baȤat baȤa baraȤ bεtε
mopaȤ  (on 
paper - 
mǤpaȤ) mopaȤ OlOr ælOr
*ma-labeR *labeR *kləBa-ŋ
nasar, vakoȤ 
varik  (on 
paper - 
vakǤȤ)
kεdεŋ kεnaȤ; 
ria baraȤ
(h)ip´t
dik´Ȥ, 
mur )´Ȥ, vanã 
*ma-buRuk; 
*ma-busuk
*buȐuk; 
*busuk *Bau-ŋ da(t´)
buruȤ balaŋ; 
iŋin bOaŋ
*Ȥalus
´baȤ, nasar, 
rana
*ma-
kaSepal
*kapal, 
*telu Ȥapar
batǫȤ, 
buȴet bəsiȤ
kapal vahOȤ; 
batuȤ nukεl
*duma; 
*laqin gehak, ik´r
>ahin; palan; 
vai; vεȤεn
*ma-qetəm mit )´ mitεŋ kajOȤ
buraȤ bujaȤ tapε
*ma-iȐaq *meȐaq mǫȤa meȤan kOrOŋ; putuȤ
  
 
178 green *mataq *mataq *mataq bətən  'ijǤ ɶ ɑkeor lǤ~:
179 blue peɑlǫŋ ba'lapã
180 yellow *ma-kunij *kunij herə-t kumã kuman  'kumǡ ɶ ɑkūmã 'kumǤ~:
181 blind matan buta
182 deaf kəbeke ka'muk:ǫ
183 to see *kita *kita *kita təŋə tǩɑgǩl 'hik:i, 'sǫru
184 to hear *tumaNa *rəna bain  bǡĩ dǩɑŋa 'daŋ:a
185 to smell *Sajek sion  'siǤ ɶ 'siǤ~:
186 to think *demdem *huk reã pikir pikir (Ind) ɑpetã 'pikir
187 to know *bajaq *taqu koiro, moiro 'moiro ɑtoi lalaŋ; ui
188 to say *tutur marin 'marĩ ɑmari tælæ ma'rĩ:
189 to speak koda, tutu 'tut:u
190 to lie down *qinep tobo 'turu padε akal 'tur:u
191 to sleep *tuduȐ turu 'turu ɑturu 'tur:u
daȤa-ŋ
iȴo, taŋ )´  
(on paper - 
iȴǤ)
taŋε; taŋεn 
dOlOr
aŋat
εOr; uma katεȤ
kisa, k´bulõ
k´bekeȤ, 
k´l´tu)Ȥ
*Ȥita
loŋo(t), 
t´d´ Ȥ, 
t´ŋ´t, noi
kj1
 
(ba )¸   (on 
paper - 
lǤŋǤ(t))
bOraȤ hεraȤ; 
εbεŋ bOraȤ; ui
*deŋeȐ *dəŋəȐ
(tilu) ba )¸, 
d´ ŋ Ȥ´ , 
vǫŋǫ
baŋær; dæŋεr 
bæiŋ
*hajek 
(sniff/smell)
*hajək 
(sniff/smell)
Bau-ŋ (vb 
intr.); sino-ng 
(vb trans.) p´nu, siõ
miȤεn; naæȤ 
pOvOn
*nemnem, 
*-ajem kælæn kauȤ
raȤinta-ŋ  noikj1
*kaRi; *tutur *Beta mar )¸ 
koda, mar )¸, 
tutu(Ȥ)
pǩ'tutuk; 
pǩ'kǤdǡk
*qenəp; 
*qinəp tuȤə
gola  (on 
paper - 
gǤla)
*tiduR; 
*tuduR *tuduȐ tuȤə turu(Ȥ)
butε; tæȤæl 
tεbεȤ
  
 
 
 
 
192 to wake up 'baũ
193 'guǤ 'baũ
194 to bathe ɑhebo 'hab:Ǥ
195
196 sit *tudan *todan təri tobo ɑtobo 'tǤbǤ
197 stand *diȐi gəra  'de'Ȥĩ ɑdei 'tid:ǫ
198 to walk *Nakaw pano pana pana 'panǡ(h) ɑpana 'pana
199 run pəlae pa'laǫ
200 swim *Naŋuy *naŋuy *nani naŋe 'nǡŋe ɑnaŋe 'naŋgǫ
201 fly *layap horo kənəpun bǩ'kǡ(h) bǩɑka 'bak:aŋ
202 fall *nabuq dəka  dǩkǡk; lǤrã ɑgoka 'gǤka
203 to drop 'nĩ: 'gǤka
204 to drink *mimah *inum *inum  'tǫnũ ɑtenu in a
205 to eat *kaen *kaen *kan ɑkã, ɑgo
hogo  (on 
paper - 
hǤgǤ)
to wake 
someone up iu), tobe)
h´bo(Ȥ)
(kj2)
to bathe a 
child h´bo anaȤ
'hab:Ǥ 
'anaŋ
tobo  (on 
paper - 
tǤbǤ)
'tobo; 
'toboh tεbεȤ
*diRi; 
*tuqud *diȐi dǫȤi, sed´t deȤin
madεr hεdaŋ; 
madεr tεbεȤ
*lakaw; 
*paNaw
*lakaw; 
*panaw pan lεdO
p´laȤe(Ȥ)
(kj2)
*laŋuy; 
*naŋuy naŋe naŋi >Ojaŋ
*Rebek; 
*layap 
b´ka, 
daȴuk
baȤa baæȤ; 
ubur
*ka-nabuq; 
*ma-nabuq *Ȥela
goka, hoat, 
loȤuk  (on 
paper - 
gǤka, hǤat)
hubaȤ hOkO; 
hubaȤ kOliȤ; 
kOȤal; lOduŋ; 
mOruȤ hOkO
l´ŋat
Ȥ-inu nenuŋkj1
*Ȥoa
buȤa, 
(dia makan:) 
 gã
kj
tǩ'kǩn / 
 tǩ'kǩ ɶ
a; hiduȤ; 
kæmæŋ
  
 
206 to cook *tanek 'biho 'dakaŋ
207 to wash *popo baha ba'hǡk ɑba / ɑpu hidaŋ
208 to sew *taSiq *zaqit hǡu ɑhau 'haur
209 to live *ma-qudip *ma-qudip *maqudip morə-t 'mori ɑmori bita; bita matε 'mǤri
210 to breathe *mañawa *ñawa aiŋ nahin 'napǡs  ǩɑrã ɑnãi 'tar:ǫ 'nah:ĩ:
211 to work *qumah *quma kərian 'kriã kǩriɑã ka'raȴaŋ
212 to die *m-aCay *m-atay *matay mate mata mata 'mata(h) ɑmata 'matǫ
213 to give nein  'sǤrǤ ɶ ɑsoro 'nǫĩ
214 wipe təru 'soȤo 'hapǤ
215 to come *mai *mai səga be'go; se'gǡ bǩɑso 'bǫta, 'nǤu
216 to laugh *Cawa *tawa *to geka 'gǫka ɑgeka 'gǫki
*tanek; 
*zakan 
(both also 
to boil 
food)
*tanək; 
*zakan 
(both also 
to boil 
food)
biho (beh )¸ , 
patã
bahaȤ, hue, 
puȤu
'huǫ, 'bǫmǫ, 
'lamiŋ
*tahiq; 
*zaqit raȤit
havu, (dng 
jarum:)  dau agiȤ
morit
(kj2) iȤa
har )¸ (nar )¸ >ipO; dujεŋ
g´riã/k´riã, 
(di 
kebun:) ola 
mã
Bəli ne )¸
bOȤ; hOtaȤ; 
lObO; ni; sεraȤ 
saraȤ; sOrOŋ 
natεŋ
*bloso (rub or 
wipe)
giȤe, 
(badan:) 
hamu dOru; pOhOȤ
*maȐi
b´so, beȤo, 
beto, 
h´vo, s´ga  
(on paper - 
b´sǤ, h´vǤ)
*malip; 
*tawa
geka  (on 
paper - 
gǫka) tavε hεkO
  
 
 
217 to cry *Caŋis *taŋis *taŋis tani tanin 'tǡni ɑtani 'tanĩ
218 to dance ɑsoka 'tam:Ǥ
219 to sing *[kantar] kanta kantar
220 burn *tunu *tunu tuno, buko  sǩ'rũ ɑpapi 'tun:Ǥ
221 dry in sun 'paǫ~:
222 to blow *Siup *hiup *upi bu bu bu: ɑdie 'pui
223 search 'gǫna
224 to hit *palu *palu *palu *tola bərin  bǩ'rĩ ɑteka 'bǫh:ǫ
225 shoot *panaq  'leȤǤɶ; 'pǡsǡk ɑpasa 'pasa
226 bite *kaȐat gike gi'ge / gi'ke ɑgoki 'gaki
soka, sele), 
(tarian 
adat:)  
hamaɶ  (on 
paper - 
sǤka)
'sǤkǡ; sǤkǡ 
'selǫŋ
opak (belu) , 
kan- 
tar b´pana, 
hodeȤ 
anaȤ, ir )¸ gir )¸  
 (on paper - 
Ǥpak)
kǡntǡr 
(Port)
'pantǤ, 
'bǤtǫ 'liaŋ
*holo (vb 
trans); olor 
(vb intrans)
tunoȤ  (on 
paper - 
tunǤȤ) hεiȤ; paȤ bεOȤ
paȤ )¸
beã, genak, 
hul )´, 
saeȤ, s´baȤ, 
vaeȤ
baheȤ, b´r )¸, 
guar, 
g´lolak  (on 
paper - 
g´lǤlak)
paluȤ; (others 
see Samely 
1991:214)
*panaq (an 
arrow)
*panaq (an 
arrow) pasak (b´di)
*kaȐat *kaȐat ȤiȤi gakaȤ, gike
kiȤi ka; kiȤi 
avar
  
 
227 to cut *poro pǤ'ȤǤk ɑbelo 'pak:u
228 to split *bəlaq kəlak bia 'gikǡȤ lǩɑka 'bat:a
229 stab *suksuk *susuk *rohuk robo 'rǤhǤk ɑtuba 'sik:a
230 to fight gənin gǩ'ni ɑuno ka'laĩ 'fak:ĩ 
231 scared *ma-takut ta'kutǡ kǩɑruit 'taku
232 to throw *tudaq *tudaq *roga geba ge'bǡȤ dǫĩ:
233 to hunt *qaNup *qanup raka-ŋ pəreha ba'tin ɑbati dεruŋ dæŋ 'tut:ǫ
*taȐaq, 
*tektek
*taRaq; 
*tektek
*taȐaq (cut 
wood); 
*tətək; (cut 
wood)
g´to, p´t´, 
poȤok  (on 
paper - 
pǤȤǤk)
bεl baȤ; bεluŋ; 
OhOr; patε 
>ihu; pæriȤ piȤ
*belaq; 
*silaq
apik, giaȤ, 
gikaȤ, 
hikaȤ, l´gaȤ, 
pakar, 
seȤek, tikaȤ
baȤ; likOȤ 
mapaȤ
robak, 
rohoȤ, tu- 
bak, s´gat  
(on paper - 
rǤhǤȤ)
bakOȤ; bælOȤ 
baȤ; bælOȤ 
bεhar; bælOȤ 
OhOr; tuhuȤ 
bakOȤ
*punu BiȤi-ŋ
g´n )¸ 
v´kik(a), 
p´vuno  (on 
paper - 
p´vunǤ)
awε >unu; 
bajuȤ bεkε; 
halaȤ; miȤεr 
rεŋa; sara bεl
kot´ bou, 
takut
(kj2)
 (on 
paper - 
kǤt´)
d´kaȤ, 
gebaȤ, hitõ, 
tadaȤ, valuȤ, 
veleȤ
bεȤ; kakaȤ; 
vOtOȤ; tidaȤ; 
vidaȤ
hevak/seva
k  (on 
paper - 
hǫvak/sǫvak
) 
  
 
234 to kill *p-aCay *bunuq *bunuq *dola mate maan mata 'bǫlo tǩbaɑjǠk 'bun:Ǥ
235 to dig *kalih *kali *kali; *keli gali  'gũȤĩ ɑgui 'gali
236 to suck *sepsep *sepsep *susu *hiruk isək 'isǩk 'dum:Ǥ
237 to flow *qaluȐ ba ba ba ba:Ȥ ɑbã 'pana
238 to freeze ./. 'fatǤ
239 to hold *gemgem *gemgem toe pehen  'pehǫ ɶ ɑpe pa'ha:
240 to tie *hiket *hikət pəte puin wi'do:Ȥ ɑhoŋã pǤ'hi:
241 to spit *luzaq *zulaq *ilur bage 'pino tǩɑmiro 'buh:u 'ill:u
242 to vomit *utaq *utaq *mutaq *muta muta mu'ta ɑmuta 'mut:a
243 to play gənəku mǩ'ŋǩr gǩɑla huaŋ æbæl ka'nǤku
belo, buno, 
naȤã 
mata  (on 
paper - bǫlo)
bælOȤ baȤ; 
bælOȤ bεhar; 
bælOȤ OhOr; 
avaŋ
*goȤi
g´ liȤ , guȤit, 
rob´k/ 
robok  (on 
paper - 
rǤb´k/ 
rǤbǤk)
kaæl kOrOȤ; 
kaliŋ kOrOȤ
d´muȤ, is´k
duhu; dumεȤ; 
dupεŋ
*qaliR; 
*qaluR; 
*saliR *saliȐ kavaŋ kOŋ
avut, huku), 
napu), 
pehe) pænæ; tObOl
gahã, gorã, 
gudut,
pu )¸, seget, 
sog )¸, 
vã, vido, 
vihik  (on 
paper - gǤrã)
aviȤ; hOŋεn; 
læra; pætiŋ
 p´rino, 
put )´ iluȤ 
rit  pitu)
>ijuȤ; mijuȤ; 
pOtaȤ mijuȤ
luȤuk, muta
>OkaȤ; mutε 
>OkaȤ
Ȥləbe
mura, 
g´n´kuȤ
  
 
244 to pull *gide 'tar:ǫ
245 to push gehan  bo'gǤ ɶ 'tǤbaŋ
246 rub do'rǤȤ ɑdoru dǤ'h:Ǥ
247 scratch *kaȐaw ragu 'ragu ɑrago 'gaǤ
248 float bao 'bau 'nǫpi
249 swell bǩ'Ȥǡh kǩbaɑras 'baǤ
250 to turn *Niku *putər peko 'balik 'lakǤŋ
251 no/not *ini ɑtake la'h:ǫ
252 and *ka, *mah *ka; *ma *ma mole nǩ ɑnã nǤ~:
253 because loni-ŋ dari/pəkən  lǩ'kũ puɑkãŋ εlε
254 if *ka, *nu *ka; *nu *ma kalo, kalu kalo kalǡu ɑkalu εrε 'kalau
b´reta, deru, 
ge-hã, 
gideȤ, tam )¸ odoȤ
 ge'hǫɶ; 
rǩ'dǤk
bεȤ; dεra bεkε; 
kOliȤ
*rusik (push, 
shove)
odo, 
(t)oȴon/to- 
ȴok  (on 
paper - all 
o = Ǥ)
ɑodo / 
ɑuruk
>ænæȤ; 
>Obaŋ; >uruȤ; 
hOtaȤ; tæȤæ
*bloso (rub or 
wipe)
doruȤ, purit, 
rosuk, teȤu 
palé dosuȤ dOru
*kaRaw *kaȐaw
*kəru  
(scrape) gaȤu, raguȤ karO
*baBak
bao  (on 
paper - 
baǤ) baO tata
*Ȑibawa, 
*baȐeq *baȐeq *baȐəq 
boBo  
(swelling) baȤa
*biliŋ; 
*puter
*pleur (turn 
around); Balər 
(t. over) s´lǫut, véu
balε kOlOȤ; 
batiŋ; bεlOȤ 
balε; bOkO iOȤ; 
εkuȤ; kOlOȤ 
balε
*qazi; 
*diaq
*diaq, *ta, 
*ta-i eȤo-ŋ eka, halaȤ take/halaȤ
'take; 'ǡmu 
= "no", hǡlǡ 
= negator OhaȤ
noȤõ  (on 
paper - 
nǤȤõ)
halaȤ, vaŋu), 
turu) 'karǫna, 
sǫ'bab
raȤik
  
 
255 with  mǩ ɶ ɑna~ nǤ~:
256 what? *n-anu a a: aɑlaka >apε pei
257 who? *si-ima *i-sai *sai, *sei hai hege hege hǫ'gei ɑheku 'haf:a
258 where? *i-nu *i nu *be, *pae ɑdiga dεnita; dita na'ŋga 'ǤrǤ
259 when? *ija-n *p-ijan *p-ijan *nora pae ǩrǩn 'pirǡ araɑpira εrε; væŋ piε ǫrpǫ'hǫlǫ
260 why 'peinã:
261 pira pira pir:a
262 how? *kuja; *kua ganupae araɑpira
263 way, path *zalan lala-ŋ
264 rain *quzaN *quzan *quzan ura-n uran ɑurã >uja
265 shoulder *qabaȐa hanan
266 chew nǩnǩ'gǡȤe
267 yawn *ma-huab
268 dream *Sepi *hipi *nipi
269 thatch *Cawali uɑfun
270 needle *zaȐum ɑluhir
271 steal *Cakaw *takaw *takaw ɑtāka
noȤõ  (on 
paper - 
nǤȤõ) noȤon dapεȤ; nOrε
*apa; *-anu 
*apa, 
*sapa a, aȤa
siO
t´ ga gaȤe
ara/´r )´  pira
ərən pəwia 
(past), ərən 
pira, ərən 
pia (future) 
puk )´ a
dari a, 
pukən ahow 
much/many
?
*kuja, 
*numa
nənən 
gənai, nən 
gaȤe nara bOnε
na'mǤnaŋg
a
*zalan 
(road/path)
*zalan 
(road/path) laraɶ
*qabaȐa *qabaȐa 
*mamaq 
(also chew 
betel)
*mamaq 
(also chew 
betel)
*ma-Suab, 
*ma-Suaw
*mawap; 
*moap
*qatep 
(thatch/roof)
*qatəp 
(thatch/roof)
*zaȐum *zaȐum
  
 
272 living, alive
273 wood *kaSiw ɑpukã
274 to plant *mula *mula *tanəm 
275 choose *piliq *piliq *piliq ɑpile
276 grow *tu[m]buq *tumbuq 
277 squeeze *peȐeq pəra pi'Ȥuk ɑpiuk
278 buy *baliw, *beli *beli *bəli 
279 to open
280 fowl
281 mosquito *likeS *ñamuk *ñamuk kənamu
282 spider *kakaCu *lawaq *lawaq 
283 branch *daqan
284 sand *qenay *qənay *ne wəra ɑbotã buta; >εnε
285 water (fresh) * daNum wai wai ɑfai væi ai
286 *tenem *tasik tahi tani ɑlefa
*ma-qudip 
(to be 
alive)
*maqudip 
(to be 
alive)
*kahiw 
(stick/wood)
*kayu (stick/
wood)
ɑmula tu
ɑbak
*pereq; 
*peRes
*pəȐəs; 
*Ȑaməs 
(as in juice 
from fruit, 
for both) peȤuk
>εrεȤ; dipεȤ; 
kimuȤ kamuȤ
*buka 
(open/unco
ver)
*buka 
(open/unco
ver)
*daqan; 
*saŋan
*bunaj, 
*qenay
*danum 
(fresh); 
*wahiȐ 
(fresh)
*waiȐ 
(fresh 
water) Bair
sea/salt 
water
*tasik; 
*laud
lεva; tahiȤ 
>aŋin
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
287 thunder *deȐuŋ *gugur pələdə
288 lightning *likaC *kilat kila
289 sick, painful *ma-sakit *sakit bəlara
290 *ma-Siaq *ma-hiaq *mayaq ɑmeang
291 hide *buni *buni 
292 climb *dakiS
*gurgur; 
*kudug; 
*deruŋ
*kilat; 
*qusilaq
shy, 
ashamed
*pa-nahik; 
*dakih
*panaik; 
*sakay
  
 Appendix 3. Unanimous word-initial consonant correspondences 
 
 
IPA IPA IPA IPA IPA
Source notes Keraf (1978) Klamer (2003)
A B C D E F G
# English Sika Lewolema Lewoingu Solor Lamalera Kedang Proto-sound
7 year t- t- t- t- t- *t
14 earth t- t- t- t- t- t- *t
33 rat k- k- *k
39 feather r- r- r- r-
46 grass k- k- k- *k
57 betel vine m- m- m- *m
65 salt s- s- s- s- s- *s
69 blood *m- m- m- m- r-
74 head k- k- k- k- k- *k
76 eye *m- m- m- m- m- m- m- *m
85 hand l- l- l- l- l- l- l- *l
88 navel (k)- k- k- *k
95 name n- n- n- n- n- n- n- *n
110 2sg (polite) m- m- m- *m
114 2pl m- m- m- m- m- m- m- *m
132 three t- t- t- t- t- t- *t
133 four p- p- p- p- p- *p
134 five l- l- l- l- l- l- *l
138 nine h- h- h- h- h- *h
FLORES-
LEMBATA
orthography 
notes
IPA;  * = 
reconstructe
d form; *[ ] = 
ungrammatic
al
IPA;  >V 
= breathy 
alternate
Lewis & 
Grimes 1995 
(in: Tryon 
1995)
Pampus 
(2005)
Nishiyama 
and Kelen 
(2008)
Klamer 
(2002)
Samely 
(1991)
Alorese 
(Baranusa)
k-
m-, rit r- *m;    *r
k-
t-
hutu >ap-
l-
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
156 dry m- m- m- m- m- m- *m
157 long b- b- b- b- b- *b
175 black m- m- m- m- m- m- m- *m
176 white b- b- b- b- b- b- b- *b
177 red m- m- m- m- m- m- *m
184 to hear *r- b- b- d- d- *b
185 to smell s- s- s- s- s- *s
188 to say m- m- m- m- m- *m
191 to sleep t- t- t- t- t- t- *t
196 sit t- t- t- t- t- t- t- *t
209 to live m- m- m- m- m- m- *m
212 to die m- m- m- m- m- m- *m
242 to vomit *m- m- m- m- m- m- m- *m
246 rub d- d- d- d- d- d- *d
254 if k- k- k- k- k- *k
b-
b-;    d- d- b-
  
 Appendix 4. Unanimous word-medial consonant correspondences 
 
 
 
Source notes Keraf (1978) Klamer (2003)
A B C D E F G
# English Sika Lewolema Lewoingu Solor Lamalera Kedang Proto-sound
19 smoke -h- -h- -h- -h- -h- *h
83 neck -r- -l- -l- -l- -l- -d- -l- *l
87 breast -h- -h- -h- -h- -h- *h
88 navel -h- -h- -h- -h- *h
88 navel -p- -p- -p- -p- *p
93 skin -l- -m- -l- -m- -m- -m- -m-
102 father *-m- -m- -m- -m- -m- -m- *m
112 1pl excl -m- -m- -m- -m- -m- tε -m- *m
123 left -r- -k- -k- -k- -k- -r- -k-
126 all -k- -k- -k- -k- *k
134 five -m- -m- -m- -m- -m- -m- -m- *m
135 six -m- -m- -m- -m- -m- *m
157 long -l- -l- -l- -l- -l-
180 yellow -m- -m- -m- -m- -m- -m- *m
216 to laugh -k- -k- -k- -k- -k- -k- *k
225 shoot -s- -s- -s- -s- *s
FLORES-
LEMBATA
Lewis & 
Grimes 1995 
(in: Tryon 
1995)
Pampus 
(2005)
Nishiyama 
and Kelen 
(2008)
Klamer 
(2002)
Samely 
(1991)
Alorese 
(Baranusa)
*r;   *k
